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Sant Ajaib Singh Ji

The Name of God is a beautiful fragrant tree;
Beloved ones, Master has planted that tree within me.
Daily watering it with the water of Satsang, -?
Beloved ones, He made it flourish wonderfully.
The tree within me has given the
Beloved ones, it increased and is now bearing frui
.-- -aF,+s..r,
Long live beautiful Master Kirpal;
Beloved ones, it is He Who has planted this tree.
Through the remembrance of Kirpal, many sinners h
been liberated;
Ajaib says, Never stop bowing a

0 Master of Masters, listen to my plea:
I have only one request, my Beloved. .
I will never find another one like You, :
But You will find thousands like me.
D o not turn me away from Thy door, 0 Beloved;
Do not look at the account of m
If I had no faults, my Beloved, --.*
Then whom would You have f o
I am Your guilty one at each and every
I a m full of faults moment afte
Beloved Master, forgive me. .*,
&-

I was useless; who paid attention t o me?
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Publisher's Note
The discourses and conversations collected in these pages were given by
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji between February 1976, when he was first
discovered by the disciples of Sant Kirpal Singh, and May 1980, when he
began his round-the-world tour. The material has all been published in
the pages of SANTBANI,the monthly magazine devoted to Sant Mat or
the teachings of the Saints, but is here arranged chronologically within
its type. The discourses provide an understanding of the Path of the
Masters, or the road to the discovery of the Self, that is both broad and
deep; but those with some knowledge of the teachings might enjoy
reading the conversations first, as their humor, penetrating insight into
the condition of the individuals to whom they are addressed, and concern for the broad spectrum of human problems shared by those individuals with the rest of us make them very remarkable documents.
Anyone who has visited Sant Ji's desert ashram in Rajasthan will at
once recognize the aptness of this book's title. The prophecy of Chapter
35 of the Book of Isaiah (in the Bible) is being fulfilled there on both its
levels, physically and spiritually. Streams are flowing in the desert there,
and the parched ground has indeed become a pool: a magnificent
parable for the blossoming forth of the desert of the human heart. The
road leading to the ashram is "The way of holiness" in truth, and
thousands of redeemed have already walked there: only they know the
reality of the songs and everlasting joy on their heads. The spiritually
blind and deaf do indeed have their eyes and ears unsealed, and the
spiritually lame return home leaping as an hart: for in that holiest place
on earth, the Zion of our time, sorrow and sighing have indeed fled
away.
All the talks in the book were translated from Sant Ji's Punjabi on the
spot by Raj Kumar Bagga, and have been edited by Russell and Judith
Perkins.
THE PUBLISHERS

Sant Ajaib Singh, approximately 1963

Introduction
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji Maharaj, the author of Streams in the Desert, was
born in a Sikh family September 11, 1926, in Maina, District Bhatinda,
Punjab, India; his mother died giving him birth and his father died a fkw
days later. He was brought up by his great-uncle and his wife, who
named him Sardara Singh, and who loved him as their own child; it is
they whom Sant Ji means when he refers to his "parents."
Sant Ji has told many tales from his own life experience in the
discourses and conversations included in this book; my purpose here is
to provide a framework in which those references can be understood,
and to introduce additional information. But to acquire a real
understanding of the inner meaning of this very remarkable life story, it
is essential to read his own comments scattered throughout his talks, in
the context in which he has placed them.
His search for truth began when he was five years old; he used to get
up early in the mornings and read the writings of Guru ~ a n a k , and
' an
overwhelming longing to meet a true Guru-a "dispeller of darkness"
or genuine spiritual Master with the compassion and competence to
guide him-would come into his heart. But whenever he asked anyone
about a Guru-"Where can I find a Guru?"-everyone told him that
the Guru Granth Sahib (the holy scripture of the Sikh religion) was the
Guru. His great-uncle said, "When you see this holy book, you are seeing God; when you read it, you are talking with God." The little boy
took these statements very seriously, kept the book with him as much as
possible, and read it as carefully and devotedly as he could. He dwelt on
it so much that he used to see the book in his dreams; nevertheless, as he
says, "There was no real peace in my mind. For in that book also, it was
written that there should be a true human Guru for real peace and salvation." So his search for a Guru continued through his childhood and
adolescence.
1. A towering spiritual figure of the past (1469-1539), he is honored as the
founder of the Sikh religion and is in the direct line of Masters of whom Ajaib
Singh is the living representative.
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At one point he met a sadhu who told him, "Believe me, I am your
Guru, and I will take you to God." Then he started to teach him how to
change forms-from his own form to various animal forms, etc.-"But
I told him that I wanted to rise above the man body. I didn't want to convert myself to any other form." And the sadhu also gave him a book in
which some of the signs of a true Master were given-"and when 1 read
that book, I didn't find any signs of the true Guru in that sadhu, and so 1
left him."
In Lahore he met another sadhu who was also working miracles, "but
I was longing for the knowledge of Naam, as Guru Nanak had written,
and I was not interested in miracles." This sadhu took an interest in the
young seeker, then in his early teens, and gave him the mantra, Hey
Ram, Hey Gobind, which he repeated for many years. This sadhu also
taught him to do austerities; eventually Ajaib Singh would perform the
well-known "austerity of the five fires" in which the aspirant sits in a circle of four burning fires with the sun overhead; this rite is done during
the hot season (when the temperature may reach 130 degrees) for about
forty days each year. When asked if he had derived any benefit whatever
from doing this, Ajaib Singh replied emphatically, "No!"
This sadhu also gave him a rosary to repeat the mantra with, and encouraged him to eat meat and drink wine; which however he did not do.
(His family, being non-vegetarians, had also urged him to eat meat; but
he never did, and has been a vegetarian from birth.)
Although he was happy to repeat the mantra, Hey Ram, Hey Gobind,
he did not otherwise derive benefit from that sadhu; and a short while
later, about 1940, he met Baba Bishan Das, a sadhu who was to become
his first guru and who, as Sant Ji has often said, "made my life."
References to Bishan Das abound in Streams in the Desert; it was the job
of this enigmatic figure, a spiritual descendant of Baba Sri Chand, Guru
Nanak's son, with his partial knowledge of Surat Shabd Yoga, to
prepare his one disciple for his tremendous destiny. In this he was
eminently successful: when Ajaib Singh met his ultimate guru, Sant Kirpal Singh of Delhi, he was, thanks to Bishan Das, in a position to take
full advantage of the opportunity offered to him.
It was Bishan Das who changed his name from "Sardara Singh," an
inauspicious, almost meaningless name, to "Ajaib Singh" or "wonderful lionm-"Ajaib" means "strangely wonderful" in Punjabi. Bishan
Das accepted, in his own way, Ajaib Singh's devotion, but refused
adamantly to initiate him or to give him anything for many years. In
Ajaib Singh's words: "I used to go to many sadhus, because I didn't get
anything from Bishan Das. Still I went to Bishan Das and he was a hard
nut to crack. I used to go to other sadhus also but I didn't find any like
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Bishan Das, so I came back to Bishan Das and tried again and again to
get something. But Bishan Das was very hard and he didn't give anybody
anything. But still I tried-I tried for ten years to get the knowledge . . .
and when I went to Bishan Das, he slapped me. And he never allowed me
to wear any fine clothes. And all my relatives and other people who saw
this, they abused me and made fun of me: 'He has gone mad! He is going
to a madman. When he goes, he gets slapped and told to go away!' "
But Ajaib Singh says that Bishan Das's slaps were sweeter to him than
the smiles of the other sadhus, because he saw that he had something
real.
Not too long after meeting Bishan Das, in the early 1940's when he
was still in his teens, Ajaib Singh was drafted into the Army, where he
served approximately seven years and at one time saw duty in Germany.
He continued to visit Bishan Das whenever he could, and he continued to
be treated roughly by him. Once, when under the influence of some
fashionable colleagues he was tying his beard in modern Sikh style,
Bishan Das grabbed his beard and forcefully untied it, saying, "Who do
you think you are-a fine gentleman? Who taught you to do this?'' and
pulled it down to full length. He also demanded of Ajaib Singh his entire
salary, with the exception of five rupees a month which he allowed him
for his own expenses; with that money he built an ashram-which,
however, he refused to allow Ajaib Singh to visit, on the grounds that he
might think it was his (since his money had paid for it).
During this time he was still repeating the mantra, Hey Ram, Hey Gobind, so much so that the repetition had become automatic. While on
parade duty in the Army he was supposed to be saying, "Left, right; left,
right," but the mantra had become so much a part of him that he was
saying, "Hey Ram, Hey Gobind," instead. A Punjabi-speaking native
officer heard him and was very displeased with him, singling him out and
making him repeat the mantra in front of everyone. He repeated "Hey
Ram, Hey Gobind," exactly as before. An English officer of higher rank
who was present interceded on his behalf and excused him from parade
duty; from that time on he had a great deal of freedom to pursue his
spiritual practices. That officer became very friendly with Ajaib Singh,
and told him that even though he was younger than ne was, he (the officer) felt that Ajaib Singh was like a father to him.
His regiment was stationed near Beas in the Punjab for a long time,
and here the young seeker made the acquaintance of one of the giants of
our time: Baba Sawan Singh Ji, the guru of Sant Kirpal Singh, whose
followers in India numbered in the hundreds of thousands (and who
began the practice of initiating disciples in the West through representatives). At the time the young Ajaib Singh made his acquaintance (the
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1940's) the Great Master was in his eighties and at the peak of his
spiritual career. Ajaib Singh recognized Sawan Singh's stature at once,
and begged him for initiation; the Master refused, saying that the One
who would initiate him would come to him later by himself. Ajaib Singh
brought Bishan Das to see Sawan Singh also, and Bishan Das, despite his
advanced spiritual status, also asked the Master for initiation; Sawan
Singh replied that it was not necessary for him to be initiated as he was
very old, but that he would take him under his protection. The Great
Master introduced Ajaib Singh to Baba Somanath, a disciple of his who
had been working in South India introducing Sant Mat there, telling him
that Somanath's background was similar to his, having involved him in a
long search and many difficult austerities. This was an important
meeting: although the two men had little outer contact after this, both of
them were in due course to carry on the spiritual work; and after Baba
Somanath left his body in 1976, many of his disciples were to find peace
at the feet of Ajaib Singh.
Sant Ji also met and was influenced by two other advanced disciples of
Baba Sawan Singh, both with extraordinary personalities, and both
mentioned frequently throughout Streams in the Desert: the Baluchistani Mastana ("Mastana Ji"), a God-intoxicated sadhu who also
became a Master in his lifetime; and Sunder Das, a meditator of great
power who went through a very difficult period of personal trouble and
insanity, but who died in triumph. Ajaib Singh was very close to Sunder
Das, who lived with him for some time. Once at the beginning of their
friendship, they were meditating together in front of an open fire when a
burning stick rolled away and came to rest against Sunder Das's leg-but
his concentration was so complete and profound that he never faltered
for a moment; when he finally came out of meditation, his leg was very
badly burned. That afternoon, Ajaib Singh went with Sunder Das to see
Baba Sawan Singh; the Master was very pleased with Sunder Das's devotion and gave him a salve derived from the neem tree which healed his
leg.
The young Ajaib Singh was tremendously impressed and influenced
by Baba Sawan Singh, and his discourses and informal talks are filled
with quotes from him, references to him, and stories and illustrations
that he first heard in his discourses. Those disciples of Baba Sawan Singh
who are now at Sant Ji's feet say that his Satsang talks are very much in
Sawan Singh's style. There is no doubt that the prolonged association
with him at such a young age (late teens and early twenties) plus the intensive contact with some of his most impressive disciples, played a very
important part in the shaping of his future. Sant Ji still speaks of Sawan
Singh as "the most beautiful man I have ever met," and he is a living
reality to him even now.

BABA SAWAN SINGH J I
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Baba Sawan Singh's prophecy was fulfilled when, during the course
of his 1967 Rajasthan tour, Kirpal Singh stayed with Ajaib Singh at
Kunichuk Ashram; he was initiated at Sri Ganga Nagar, the nearby chief
city of the district. Several eyewitness accounts agree that Ajaib Singh
was initiated in a separate room, apart from the hundred or so who were
gathered in the main room. According to one witness, when Ajaib Singh
tried to sit on the floor at His Feet, Kirpal Singh stopped him, saying,
"No, you are a saint," and made him sit on a chair. The Master gave
him the remaining three of the Five Holy Names, looked into his eyes
and took him up; when someone protested that the Master was not giving Ajaib Singh any of the theoretical instructions, Kirpal Singh replied
that he did not need it. From that point on, Ajaib Singh was totally and
completely devoted to his Master, and used all his influence and
whatever reputation he had on His behalf.
Sant Ji's meeting with Kirpal Singh was unquestionably the turning
point and focus of his life: everything before that meeting had led up t o
it, and everything after derived from it. His association with Baba Sawan
Singh and his initiation from Baba Bishan Das were both preliminary, as
they themselves explicitly stated: their promise was fulfilled when Kirpal
came. The impact that this magnificent Saint had on Ajaib Singh can be
judged from the number of-and the quality of-references to him
found throughout his discourses, informal talks, and poetry: as he says
at many different places in many different ways, "God came in the form
of a man." This attitude is technically known as Gum-bhakti, and is in
accord not only with Sant Mat-the esoteric system followed and taught
by these Masters-but with the highest mystical tradition in India and
everywhere: the Gospels are based on it. The term Satgum or True
Master means just that: "the Word made flesh," a human being who
has left his ego behind and penetrated so far into the Word or Power of
God which is his innermost essence that he is able to function consciously on that level, and also to make it possible for others to function consciously on that level. The Word itself-called Naam (Name) or Shabd
(Sound Current) by the Masters-the
Creative Power of God,
manifesting itself as Light and Sound, is the means of ascent; once a
seeker is shown how to regain his connection with the Word by a true
Master or Satgum, someone who has done it for himself, then he can
proceed from there. (The Word is ours already, the essence of our being,
but once we have lost touch with it we need help to regain it.) It is important to note that the essence of the life-giving Word-the essence of the
Essence-is love: God is love, according to all Masters, and His expression-the Word or Naam-is also Love. And so is the human being who
is the manifestation of that expression. This is the meaning behind Gum-
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bhakti and the main point of the Gospels: that love for the living Master,
the Word made flesh of our own time, cements us firmly and unshakeably with That Which he manifests. It has a great liberating power.
This teaching, called Sant Mat or th,e Way of the Saints in India, and
by other names elsewhere, is both very simple and very demanding, requiring a deep commitment on the part of the seeker-"a
ruling
passion," in Kirpal Singh's words-as well as the grace of God working
through the living Master. It has been taught in India since the fifteenth
century by a truly extraordinary line of spiritual giants beginning with
Kabir, the Muslim weaver, who has, the Masters say, incarnated four
times, once in each yuga or time cycle, and inaugurated one or more lines
of Masters each time. Other Masters of Sant Mat referred to by Sant Ji in
his talks (some of them are the authors of the hymns on which the talks
are based) include a number who were directly influenced by Kabir:
Ravidas the cobbler, Dhanna the Jat farmer, Ramananda (outwardly
Kabir's guru), Dharam Das, and Baba Nanak, the first guru of the
Sikhs. Nanak had nine successors, all of whom were Masters of Sant
Mat; and then, the Sikh religious establishment maintains, the line
ended. But the esoteric tradition has it differently: as the accompanying
chart shows, the line continued on through the ruling family of PoonaSitara, members of which had been initiated by the last of the Sikh
~urus.~
Contemporary with the Sikh Gurus were many other Masters, some of
them in other lines founded by Kabir, some perhaps (like the great Sufis
Bulleh Shah and Hazrat Bahu) latter-day representatives of a line continuing from a previous age. Among these Saints were Mirabai, a Rajput
princess and disciple of Ravidas; Tulsidas, the great Hindi poet, author
of the Ram Charitrar Manas, or Hindi Ramayana; Paltu, Dadu, Jagjivan; Sehjo Bai, another great woman Saint, disciple of Sant Charan
Das in the early nineteenth century; and many others. But the recasting
of Sant Mat for modern times was done by Swami Ji Maharaj of Agra,
an initiate of Tulsi Sahib, whose hymns (many of which are commented
on in the discourses that follow) present the eternal teachings of the
Masters in extremely simple, almost basic language, so that they can be
understood by anyone. Swami Ji, like Kabir, was a seminal figure in the
history of Sant Mat, with a number of disciples who became Masters;
one of them, Baba Jaimal Singh, was the guru of Sawan Singh and thus
the ancestor of the modern Masters we are concerned with here.s
4. For a full account of the lives of the Sikh Gurus and their relation to the
modern Masters, see Servants of God, by Jon Engle.
5. An excellent account of Baba Ji's life and of his relation with both Swami Ji
and Sawan Singh is given in Baba Jaimal Singh: His LSfe and Teachings, by Kirpal Singh.

The Main Line of Masters of Sant Mat in the Kali Yuga
Age at
Start of
Mission

Age at
Physical
Death

120

Location of Principal Ashram

Social
Religion
of Birth

Kashi (Benares)

Muslim

70

Kartarpur, Punjab

Hindu

48

Khadur, Punjab

Hindu

83

95

Goindwal, Punjab

Hindu

40

47

Amritsar

Hindu/Si k h

Master

Lifetime

1

Kabir Sahib

1398-1518

?

2

Guru Nanak

1469-1539

?

3 Guru Angad

1504-1552

34

4 Guru Amardas

1479-1574

5 Guru Ramdas

1534-1581

6

Guru Arjan

Amritsar

Hindu/Sikh

7

Guru Har Gobind

Sri Hargobindpur, Punjab

Hindu/Sikh

8 Guru Hari Rai

Sri Hargobindpur, Punjab

Hindu/Sikh

9

Delhi

Hindu/Sikh

Patna, Bihar

Hindu/Sikh

Anandpur

Hindu/Sikh

Poona

Hindu

Guru Hari Krishan

10 Guru Teg Bahadur
1I

Guru Gobind Singh

1666-1708

12 Sant Ratnagar Rao

9

42

no known dates

13 Tulsi Sahib

1763-1843

?

80

Hathras, U.P.

Hindu

14 Swami Ji Maharaj

1818-1878

25

60

Agra

Hindu

15 Baba Jaimal Singh

1838-1903

40

65

Beas, Punjab

Sikh

16 Baba Sawan Singh

1858-1948

45

90

Beas, Punjab

80

17 Sant Kirpal Singh

1894- 1974

54

18 Sant Ajaib Singh

1926-

48

'

Sikh

Delhi

Sikh

Village 16PS, Rajasthan

Sikh
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So Kirpal Singh-and Sawan Singh before him-were not just
tremendous personalities in their own right; they were also the living
members of a truly distinguished spiritual lineage, and carried with them
all the force and power and love that the lineage had developed. And
Ajaib Singh had, through his long search, his association with Baba
Sawan Singh, his apprenticeship with Baba Bishan Das, and (perhaps
most important of all) his seventeen years' intense practice of what
Bishan Das had given him, put himself in a position to be a perfect
receiver for that which Kirpal Singh wanted to give: in the terminology
of the Masters, he had become a gurumukh. It is no wonder that his initiation had gone the way it did, or that his life from here on was to take the
form it took; the wonder would be if it hadn't.
His association with his Master on the physical plane lasted for seven
years, during which time Kirpal Singh visited Ajaib Singh a number of
times, sometimes publicly, as part of a Rajasthan tour, sometimes
privately: he would disappear from Delhi for a few days, not telling
anyone where he was going, and would return with his clothes dusty. He
gave Sant Ji strict orders to leave off the whole outer aspect of his life,
not to see anyone or go anywhere, and to spend full time in meditation-orders that eventually culminated in his being told to abandon
Kunichuk ashram altogether: not to sell it, but to walk away from it and
to forget it-an order that, as Sant Ji says, was hard to obey. But obey it
he did, and it earned him the taunts and jeers of many of his erstwhile
admirers, who liked things the way they had been and considered that he
had gone mad and thrown everything away. Although he had never initiated anyone, he was treated as a guru by many people, and had in fact
a large following; now he was, as it seemed, throwing it all away. But one
of his earliest associates, Sardar Rattan Singh, had built a small ashram
near his farm in Village 16PS, including an underground room
specifically for meditation; here Sant Ji meditated for more than two
years non-stop in almost continuous Samadhi, coming out once a day or
so to take some light food. He left this meditation only a few days before
Kirpal Singh left his body.
In retrospect, it is clear that the Master was putting him through an intense final course in spirituality; but he was also, in his wisdom, keeping
him hidden from the Sangat at large and protected from many of the
currents of personal ambition and jealousy that were sweeping through
the ostensible leaders of the Sangat during Kirpal Singh's final days.
Sant Ji was known in Sawan Ashram in a vague kind of way: most of the
responsible people there knew that a guru in Rajasthan had been initiated, and had turned over his entire following to the Master. That sort
of thing doesn't happen so often that it isn't news. But very few knew
even his name, let alone how to find him; only the Master knew, and
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whatever the disciple needed, he was given.
Kirpal Singh's last public visit to Rajasthan was in the spring of 1972,
two years before He left the body; on this occasion He again stayed with
Ajaib Singh at Kunichuk and this time told him that he would be carrying on the work of Naam-initiation. Ajaib Singh protested, but the
Master was adamant. An initiation was conducted at the ashram, at the
Master's orders, at which fifty people were given the instructions by
Ajaib Singh while the Master sat on a sofa and watched. On this occasion, Master Kirpal also said to him, "Ajaib Singh, I am very pleased
with you; I want to give you somethingu-th'e very words used by Baba
Bishan Das in 1950. And then, in Ajaib Singh's words, "Maharaj Ji
passed His very life and power into my soul through the eyes. And I
begged the Master not to do this, as I feared that it would not be long
before He too would leavew-just as Bishan Das had left. From this
point on, Ajaib Singh had the authority to give Naam without asking the
Master first.
As we have said, Sant Ji spent the next two years in meditation in the
underground room in the ashram at Village 16PS, sitting on a wooden
slab and devoting his whole time to Surat Shabd Yoga. He came out of
samadhi a few days before Kirpal Singh left his body, in August 1974,
and visited Village 77RB, a few miles away, on the loving invitation of
some devotees there; it was there that he learned of his Master's physical
departure and, weeping bitterly, went to Sawan Ashram in Delhi to pay
his respects.
On arrival there he was greeted and shown to a room; but after several
hours he was asked to leave by the person in charge, and was escorted to
the railroad station to meet his train even though it was the middle of the
day and the train did not leave until 9 p.m. He had innocently walked
head-on into the currents mentioned earlier: there was no room for him
in his Master's ashram. He left without protest, just as Kirpal Singh,
twenty-six years previously, had left the Dera in Beas for similar reasons;
he had no personal desire to be a Guru, and he had a positive aversion to
political maneuverings. He returned to 77RB and, a few days later, in the
deep deep agony of his physical separation from his Master, left the
village and wandered into the wilderness, taking nothing with him and
weeping so much that he damaged his eyes.
This subject of vireh, or separation from the Master, can be perplexing to the disciple. Kirpal Singh wrote a chapter on it in his Punjabi prose
masterpiece, Gurmat Siddhant, and often related how Baba Sawan
Singh made him read that chapter to Him twice and how he realized then
that he was going to experience personally everything that he had written
in those pages. The disciple thinks that of all people, the new Master
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should be the least affected by the physical departure of the preceding
one; he is, by definition, more closely connected with him than anyone
else-why should the physical separation matter so much? But it is not
like that: it is precisely because the Masters know better than anyone else
the true significance of their Master's physical form that they grieve for
its departure. Baba Sawan Singh once said, speaking of his Master,
"Though Baba Ji is in the heart of my heart and I am never for a moment separated from Him, yet what a blessing would it be if I were to see
Him once again moving amongst us as before. For such a sight I would
part with all I possess." And Sant Kirpal Singh, who referred to this subject many times, explains the matter further:
"When we love a human being, we feel grieved on separation. But
when we love a man who is connected with God, the intensity of His love
is much greater. Someone may question: 'When the Master initiates His
pupil, He sits inside the pupil's soul and remains always with him. So
why this feeling of sadness?' The reply is that inside we get one sort of
enjoyment and when we see Him in the body, we get two enjoyments. To
live after the Master's death is the greatest misfortune.
"One person's Master died. He went to his Master's grave and
prayed: 'It is misfortune to live now!' So saying, he lay on the grave and
died . . .
"When tears well up in eyes, while remembering one's Master, all his
sins are washed away . . . " 6
Thus it would seem that Sant Ji's odyssey in the wilderness, carrying
the full weight of grief brought about by separation, was the final purging of whatever dross he was still carrying: the necessary climax of the
long preparation. But what a price was paid! The damage done to his
eyes from excessive weeping was real and lasting, and has already required two operations.
Despite the fact that he had no interest in what in India is called gaddi
(the seat of the guru used as a symbol of spiritual authority) and in his
wandering had cut himself off from all those who knew him, the commission that the Master had given him had not gone away. While his stay
at Sawan Ashram had been very brief, and he had been removed as
quietly as possible, he had not gone totally unrecognized: one senior
disciple noticed that "his eyes turned into the eyes of the Master," invited him to his apartment at the ashram and treated him with great
kindness and respect. He also spoke about him to others, one of whom,
a friend of mine, followed Sant Ji to Rajasthan to meet him for himself.
They had a brief inconclusive meeting the day before Sant Ji left the
6. Quoted by Ruse1 Jaque, Gurudev: The Lord of Compassion, pp. 52-53.
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village; but it was sufficient to bring hope to the western Sangat, sadly
affected by the Master's leaving and its aftermath.
While he was wandering, the satsangis he had left behind in the canalsystem villages of the northern Rajasthan desert7 missed him terribly.
One of the devotees living at 77RB, Gurdev Singh, called "Pathi Ji"
because he is an excellent pathi or chanter (and often fills that role at
Sant Ji's satsangs, chanting the hymns on which the discourse is based),
could not bear his prolonged absence and went in search for him; meanwhile other devotees at that village built an ashram for him, hoping that
he would consent to live there. After several months' search, Pathi Ji did
find him; and to the great joy of the devotees, he did consent to make use
of the ashram they had so lovingly built. Their love pulled him back;
and, farming the ashram land, working quietly and doing nothing to further the terrible controversies among his Master's disciples, he began to
carry out his Master's orders: holding Satsang monthly, giving Naaminitiation to those who came to him, giving darshan and counsel to those
who wanted it. And so it went until this writer's visit to him in February
1976.
The story of that visit has been told in detail elsewhere8 and need not
be repeated here, except to say that I went in response to inner orders
from Kirpal Singh, of whom I am a disciple, and I was totally unprepared for what I found: a simple loving beautiful man, of total integrity and authenticity, living the timeless life of the Desert Fathers or
the Biblical prophets in his mud ashram in the middle of the desert, and
working in the express image and power of Kirpal Singh. The Master
had said, just before he left, when asked about a successor, "That very
power comes through different human poles. When Guru Nanak left the
body, he blossomed. When they wept, he simply said, 'Look here, if a
friend of yours goes away today, he comes in another robe another day.
What difference does it make?' Clothes may be changed but That won't.
These are very delicate points . . . " 9 and a few days later he added, "The
Word never changes. When your friend comes today in a white suit,
tomorrow in yellow clothes, third day in brown clothes, would you not
recognize him? I hope you recognize and do not discard Him [chuckles].
That's all I can say . . . '"O-and there before my eyes was the prophecy
being fulfilled. After my return I described our meeting this way: "Every
time he looked at me, it was Master looking at me. There was no doubt
7. "16PS" means the 16th village on the PS canal. Similarly "77RB" is the
77th village on the RB canal.
8. See The Impact of a Saint, by Russell Perkins, pp. 149-170.
9. Sat Sandesh, August 8, 1974
10. Sat Sandesh, August 14, 1974
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about it . . . this tremendous inner joy-that I had never experienced
since the last time I saw Master-began to come up. It just welled up inside me. And I couldn't believe it. I suddenly understood what is meant
by 'our Friend with a different coat on.' "
He made it clear also that he had no personal interest in Guruship: at
one point, he said to me, "Who wants to be a guru? What is there in being a guru, tell me that? Is it not better to be a disciple?" But perhaps
even more significantly he had issued orders to all his disciples and admirers in the area NOT to give out his whereabouts to anyone coming in
search of him. This made it very difficult to find him, and the people
who finally guided us to him did so in defiance of his orders and only
after a lot of grace had been brought to bear on them. Sant Ji was not interested in Guruship, but he still had the Master's orders to obey; and he
did agree not to turn anyone away who came to see him. Immediately on
my return, groups began forming to make the trip: a stream that has
continued since then, with the groups now numbering forty or more at a
time, going once a month from September through April for two weeks
of intense meditation and direct spiritual guidance. He graciously agreed
also, within a few months, to make arrangements so that seekers in the
West could be initiated; now his initiates number in the thousands with
Representatives authorized to give the instructions in many countries of
the world. And, most graciously of all, in response to the tremendous
love he has received from disciples of both Sant Kirpal Singh and Baba
Somanath, as well as from seekers desiring initiation, he has left his
beloved Thar Desert in Rajasthan and traveled widely-in India, to
North and South America in 1977, and finally, in 1980, around the
world, visiting every continent in four months of continuous traveling. 1 1
His simple mud ashram at 77RB was expanded again and again to make
room for the greater and greater numbers of disciples flocking to his
feet, and finally abandoned altogether-Sant Ji deciding to return to his
former ashram at Village 16PS, where he had meditated underground
for so long. More substantial buildings and a more convenient location
were among the contributing factors in shifting back to this very holy
place, which was done in the summer of 1981.
The story is not over, thank God; it continues, and one thing many of
us have learned: the grace of God working through the living Master is
full of surprises. To follow the Path is not the same as studying theology
or comparative religion, or reading books, even this one: it is an intensely real roller-coaster ride up and down the mountains of our Self, and at
I I . Complete accounts of both world tours, as well as many of his travels in
India, can be found in the issues of SANT BANI magazine.
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the end of it is more than we ever dreamed possible. If we think that
prophets and Saints lived only in the past and the possibility of talking
directly with God ended when the last page of the Bible was written, we
are wrong. God loves us as much as He loved the people of two thousand
or five thousand years ago, and He continues to send His beloved Sons
to tell us that which our soul longs to hear. The life outlined in these
pages is living proof of it.
RUSSELL PERKINS

The Message of Love
Sant Bani Ashram
Village 77 RB, Rajasthan
August 21, 1976
Dear brothers and sisters in the West: I send you Namaste and Love.
Previously also I sent a message in the form of a tape recording and it
was that all brothers and sisters should be one and should meditate. Our
Satguru, Maharaj Kirpal Singh Ji, came into this world with the
message of love, and He taught us to love. And even now we should
work according to His message and teachings.
Everybody should have love for all and should meditate. We can see
Him and receive His love even now, if we go in. H e is all pervading-He
is residing in everybody. Unless we have more love for Him, and a keen
desire to meet Him, we can't go in and see Him.
How can one love God if he or she is not loving His creation? One
Saint says, "When a disciple meets a fellow disciple, both are happy
and both bow down at each other's feet." This only is the Path of the
bhaktas or devotees and this only is the true discipleship. But the Path is
very sharp and smaller even than the size of a hair.
The Guru will not manifest where disciples d o not respect each other.
Saints say that the Guru will never be with those who d o not have love
and respect for others. So all we gurubhais [brothers and sisters in our
Master] should love each other, and whenever we meet any initiate of
our Master Kirpal we should be very happy to see him and should
understand him as our own brother. If we are treating others badly,
Master will never help us and H e will never manifest within us, because
our Satguru has taught us t o love. Our Master Kirpal Singh Ji brought
many communities and religions together on one level and one platform; can't we brothers all sit together?
Why are we lacking in all this? Because we are not doing meditation
and we have forgotten the Master's message. Even now, those who are
meditating are accepting the Master's message and will. And they see
Him. What was the Master's message? First of all, to "know thyself."
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We can know ourselves only when we rise above the influence of mind
and Maya; then only will we realize for ourselves who we are. We are one
ray of God. Our soul is of the essence of the Oversoul. And when we experience this within us-that we are all souls and of the essence of the
Oversoul-we see soul in everybody and we love everybody, understanding him as a soul and not the body. It doesn't matter whether he is good
or bad in nature-we have to love him, knowing that he is soul, and of
the essence of the Oversoul, and that Master Kirpal is sitting in him.
It has come in my experience about Master Kirpal that He is the owner
of all creation-that He is all pervading. In water there is Kirpal; on
earth there is Kirpal. It was Kirpal, it will be Kirpal, it is Kirpal. Here is
Kirpal; there is also Kirpal-that Kirpal Who gave salvation to our soul;
that Kirpal Who has united us with our long-separated God, and even
now Who is all pervading.
Those who are meditating can go and meet Him even today. And that
Kirpal was never born; never died; and He was never in the cycle of birth
and death. As long as there was Hukam [God's Will], He worked while
staying in the body, and only with Hukam He left the body. He comes in
the body with Hukam and leaves it with Hukam. He disappears for
those people who are not doing meditations, but He never disappears for
those who are doing meditations and who are contacting Him.
Why d o 1 always praise Master Kirpal?-and why am 1 so grateful to
Him? Consider, that if one man loses some gold, and somebody helps
him to get back the gold, with which he makes many buildings and does
other things-whom do you think he will thank? Will he thank the
gold?-or that man who helped him to get back his gold? In the same
way, Master Kirpal Singh Ji united us back with the long-separated God;
so I am always grateful to Him that He has united me and us with our
long-separated God Who resides within. That is the reason why I am
always grateful to him. He is the King of Kings-He is the donor-He is
full of mercy, and He came down to be kind to us and to love us. Even
now He is showering mercy and blessings and grace while residing in
Sach Khand. He is merciful to everybody. There are no differences-He
is above the pairs of opposites.
We should also try to become beggars for His mercy and blessings and
we should become claimants of His mercy and blessings. How can we do
that? We can d o that when we obey Him, when we work according to
His message and teachings, and when we d o the practices regularly
which He taught us when He initiated us.
Hazur used to say to leave a hundred urgent works for attending Satsang, and a thousand urgent works for meditating. He used to say that as
our body needs food in order to work properly, in the same way our
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soul, which is hungry from ages and ages, also needs food. And meditation is the food of our soul. He used to say that unless you give food to
your soul first, never give food to your body. First of all it is meditation.
Miss the worldly affairs; but never miss meditation. So meditation is a
necessity, and it is the first thing; it is most important. If we will not
meditate, we will forget the message and teachings of our Master, we will
be divided into parties, we will forget meditations, and we will forget
Master's theme. And then lust, anger, greed, attachment and egoism will
conquer us.
Swami Ji says that those who are not meditating are suffering. Sleep
and laziness trouble them, and they fall in illusions. So those who do not
meditate become lazy and spiritually poor, and they fall in the great illusion. What is the great illusion? The great illusion is, that what we see according to our own level-that this is my community, this is my religion,
I am a learned man, I am intelligent, etc.-is reality; but Saints see this
world according to the other level, and they warn us that nothing will accompany you after you die. Not your wealth, not your health, not your
sons, not your daughters, no skill will accompany you, not your intelligence-nothing will go with you. The only thing which will accompany you and help you is God-Satguru, Who has initiated you and taken
responsibility for you-and Whom we are not loving today.
So Saints say that if you will not meditate, then these things will put
pressure on you because lust, anger, greed, attachment, egoism, all lie
within. Nothing comes from outside. If we manifest Naam within us,
then "where there is Naam there will be no kam." Kam means
"lust"-and
where there is lust, you can't manifest Naam within you.
As day and night cannot exist at one time in one place, similarly Naam
and kam cannot exist at one time in one place. When the eagle of love
comes, there is no place for the small birds of sins. So everybody has to
meditate; meditation is the first thing. When we will meditate, love will
be manifested automatically within us. And if love is manifested within
us, since God is the form of love, God is manifested within us. Guru Gobind Singh said, "I am telling you a true thing-a true formula. Listen
very carefully: Only those who love can know God."
So the first thing is meditation and the second thing is love for all. If
we will meditate, love will start manifesting in us. Meditation and love
go side by side. So as I told you first, when a disciple meets a fellow disciple, both should be happy seeing each other, and be respectful, and have
love. And they should understand each other as better than themselves.
That only is bhakti or devotion. But the path of devotion is sharper than
the razor's edge. We have to prepare ourselves to walk on that path.
Moreover, that Path is thinner than the thickness of a hair. So we have to
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walk on that; we are supposed to walk on that; we have to prepare
ourselves to walk on that Path. Where disciples d o not have respect and
love for fellow disciples, the Guru will not come.
The five dacoits will find no place where the Guru's love is there.
There will be no party propaganda, and there will be no other evil things.
So we have to do meditation as our Master has taught us. We should be
responsible for our own selves, and we should remember that our Satguru has told us to meditate; and we should meditate. Generally what do
we do? We d o not meditate, but start finding fault and criticizing others
and abusing others. We d o not save our own house which is being burnt
by the fire of lust, anger, greed, attachment and egoism, but we are
carrying water for others. So Kabir says that those who do not meditate
but teach others will get sand in their mouths. One who is not worried
about his own farm but is only concerned about others' courtyardswhat will happen to him? His farm will be destroyed.
So what do we have to do? We should think as to whether we are protecting ourselves from all of these bad deeds or not. Are we being looted
by them?-or are we protecting ourselves from them? Because the
power of destruction is residing within us, and so is the power of survival. Badness is within us, and so is goodness. We have to select the
path, either good or bad. If we want to meet the Satguru within, we have
to choose the good path.
When Hazur Maharaj Baba Sawan Singh Ji left the body, people
celebrated the "death" anniversary on the 2nd of April. But Mastana
Ji-an advanced disciple of Baba Sawan Singh Ji (I had many chances to
be with him and listen to his Satsangs)-what did he do? He celebrated
the birthday of Baba Sawan Singh Ji, and he always used to say that
Master never dies. Guru Nanak also said, "My Satguru is ever and ever.
He never comes; He never goes. He is immortal; He is all pervading; He
never dies." Mastana Ji had manifested Sawan Singh in him, and that
was why he could say that Master never dies. He had manifested the
truth within him. And when people celebrated the death anniversary, he
celebrated the birthday. He used to say, "Why did you have a guru who
is subject to death and birth?" So now, as to those who are saying that
Satguru Kirpal Singh has left, I truly say about them that they have never
smelled the fragrance and were not aware of Master's power.
Master Kirpal-Who is the Master of all creation and Who was never
in the cycle of birth and death-is even now residing in the higher planes.
Those who are approaching Him are receiving His message and seeing
Him. But those who are not approaching Him are wandering here and
there and asking others. This is not a matter of asking; it is a matter of
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experience. Those who go to higher planes are aware of every Satsangi's
position in meditation. One who is standing on a high place sees everything. There is no necessity for asking a wrestler, "Are you stronger than
me?" W~restlersknow the wrestlers; Saints know the Saints. One who
reaches Sach Khand knows how far the other goes; but those who are not
going in, how can they know who has attained what position? If by asking they believe somebody for a while, then after a few days they do not
believe because of the mind. Mind is there for deceiving. That is why
Saints say, "Go in and look within. Manifest the Shabd Naam within
you-that Shabd which you can't describe in words. It is a matter of experience and seeing, so go in."
Kabir says that Shabd is not body; it is bodyless; it cannot be described
in words. Go in and see that Shabd working in your body. That is why
Saints and Masters give us Simran, so that we can rise above our body
and reach up to that bodyless Shabd. Unless one rises above this body,
and Master's body, he can never progress because neither the Guru's
body is going to live forever, nor the disciple's body is going to live
forever.
In reality, what is the form of the disciple? The soul is the real
disciple-not the body-and Shabd is the only Guru. The Guru is not
the body; moreover, the disciple is not the body. Our soul is the disciple
of the Shabd which is working in the Saints, and that is our real Guru.
When seers and sages asked Guru Nanak, "Who is your Guru?", Nanak
replied, "My Guru is Shabd. My soul is the disciple of the Dhun [Sound]
which is coming from Sach Khand." When our soul wakes up and
Shabd is manifested-at that time every problem is settled within, and
there are no questions whether our Guru is Shabd or Naam, or whether
our Guru is body, or whether the Power which is never involved in birth
and death is our Guru.
Kabir says that we have the body of the Guru, but we have not realized
the real Shabd Guru. We are attached to the body, and as long as that
body remains in front of us we say, "Yes Sir, Yes Sir-Our Master, our
Master,'' but as soon as that body goes away from us we wander here
and there and go astray. What was required at that time? As long as that
body was in front of us we should have taken His help to improve
ourselves, to remove our shortcomings; but at that time we were never
worried about meditation and progressing. And now when that body has
left-that body has gone away-we go astray from the Path which was
shown by Him. During this time also we are not seeking somebody's
help to benefit ourselves. Even now those who have manifested Kirpal in
them advise us to love each other and manifest the Truth in ourselves.
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Even now we can progress on the Path which was shown by our Master.
Even now we can reach the goal if we seek the help of Someone Who is
perfect.
Perfect Saints who have earned their meditation will never say, "I am
your Guru," but on the contrary they will fill us with the love of Master
Kirpal. They are here only to help us remember and to fill us with Master
Kirpal's love. When Baba Sawan Singh Ji left His body-this is a wellknown fact you may be aware of-when H e left His body, at that time
those who loved and came to Kirpal Singh received the same love and
were benefited by Him because H e was a true disciple-a perfect Saint.
H e had love for and was always praising His Master, Baba Sawan Singh.
Accordingly, those who went t o Mastana Ji also received love and were
also benefited. So Kabir says, "The Guru says to respect the Saints, and
Saints say to worship the Guru. Living in the company of the Saints you
can go u p to Agam" (the plane above Sach Khand; the unreachable
plane). A Saint says this because he has experienced that and has
manifested his Guru within. H e says that this is his personal experience,
and we should try and go ahead. He inspires us. We can understand him
as our brother, friend, or whatever relation you feel like giving him; but
he will never become your Guru.
N o Saint up t o now has come into this world saying that he is a Guru.
Perfect Saints will never say, "1 am your Guru, or Master, or Pir." Our
Hazur, Master Kirpal Singh Ji Maharaj, always used t o say, "Understand me as your brother, your friend" but H e never said, "I am the
Guru."
So now we should take benefit from any perfect Saint who has earned
meditation and who is immersed in the love of Kirpal. H e is intoxicated
with Kirpal's love, and we can also gain something from him: we can
also take a drop of love from him. The only thing is that we are not to
understand him as our Guru. And moreover he will never become your
Guru, but he is your true servant. He is the server of the Sangat. Hazur
told me, "You have t o understand yourself as a server of the Sangat-a
shoe-wiper of the Sangat." H e told me that if we will become more humble, then Master will shower more grace on us, because water will always
flow down to the lowest place; it will never remain o n the high place.
Guru Nanak also said, "Those who will become humble will get more
and will carry more. The branch of a tree which carries the most fruit
bows down." In the same way a perfect Saint will never understand
himself as great, but shows himself as a servant-and there is no doubt
that he is the true sevadar. H e helps us as a true sevadar, and helps us to
remember the love which we have forgotten.
S o we should take benefit from his company. All of us should sit to-
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gether and love each other and remember our Master Satguru Kirpal
Who is waiting even now to receive us in Sach Khand. And I tell you
truly that even now, even today, if any disciple vacates the nine openings
and rises above the outgoing faculties and reaches behind and between
the two eyebrows, he willsee how Hazur is working there-how Hazur is
present there.
I f we say that we will not go to school and that the teacher should do
our work-how is that possible? It is the student's duty to go to school,
and after that it is the schoolmaster's duty to teach him. Master will
never come in the nine openings, so you have to vacate the nine openings
and reach the place which you are shown by the Master-behind and between the two eyebrows. So it is the duty of the disciple to reach that
place behind the two eyebrows after controlling the outgoing faculties.
There you will see how Master is working.
So everybody has to meditate and they should earn their meditationShabd Naam-and always feel Master Kirpal's presence at every place.
See Him in all; He is sitting in all. Thank you.

Love Attracts Us in Its Newest Form
Sant Bani Ashram
Village 77 RB, Rajasthan
December 12, 1976

Love is always in its newest bloom;
Love attracts us in its newest form.
This is the bani of Bulleh Shah, a great Saint of India. He was born in
Rum and was brought up in a place named Kasur in the district of
Lahore, where he completed his studies. His father was a Kazi in the
mosque of Lahore and from his very childhood Bulleh Shah had a strong
desire to realize God. But as his father was a Kazi, he also took up the
same career and both father and son were Kazis-that is, priests in the
mosque of Lahore-for forty years. And daily they were doing rites and
rituals according to the law of the Muslim religion; that is, offering
prayers and calling out the prayer and doing all other ceremonies according to the Muslim law.
So once Bulleh Shah met an initiate of Inayat Shah, who told Bulleh
Shah, "Oh Mir, why are you shouting so loudly and daily for God? Go
to Inayat Shah so he can break the seals of your ears so that you could
know that God is not deaf. He is within you." So Bulleh Shah went to
Inayat Shah who was a perfect Saint or Master at that time; and he was a
farmer. At that time Inayat Shah was uprooting young onion plants
from one side of a field and was planting them on the other side. So
Bulleh Shah asked Inayat Shah to tell him how God was achieved. Inayat Shah replied, "0 Bulleh Shah! What is there in achieving God? One
needs only to transplant his heart."
This is a very simple example: because at that time Inayat Shah was
uprooting the plants and planting them on the other side, he gave this example. But the meaning in this example was very deep. Inayat Shah was
not an educated man; he was illiterate. So he gave this type of example.
But his meaning was that you have to uproot your attention from the
world and you have to plant it towards God.
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In the law of the Muslim religion, it is believed that after Prophet
Mohammed there can be n o more prophets or Saints, that he was the last
Saint t o come to this world. All religions proclaim this about their
Masters. When Saints are living in the body, in the physical plane, only
then are their teachings circulated in their true meaning. But when they
leave, the disciples give the form of religion to their teachings for their
name and fame and for their own vested interests. They say that there
can be no Saint except their Master.
But if we accept this, we forget everything. You see, previously God
was having mercy on the souls and He wanted them to come back home
with the help of the Saints. And now also His attitude is the same. I t is
not true that previously Saints came t o help the souls to go back home,
but now they are not coming or in the future they will not come. Just as
the world is developing or changing or renovating, in the same way God
also continues to send the Saints.
Now old prophets and Saints were on the physical plane in old times;
maybe four hundred years back or four thousand years back or
whatever. We also may have been here then, but during this long period
of time we have changed our bodies many times. Just as we are in a new
body, so God also comes in a new body and with a new name. That God
comes in a new body sometimes as Kabir, sometimes as Maulana Rumi,
sometimes as Shamaz Tabrez, sometimes as Swami Ji. Sometimes he
helps the souls to go back nome in the form of Jaimal Singh, sometimes
as Baba Sawan Singh, and sometimes as our Satguru. S o the meaning of
this song is, since we are new, God also comes in a new body, in a new
bloom, new color.
Mastana Ji used to say, '"Those who are in the company of Fakirs are
embraced by God. And after that God is always with them and they are
always with God." So, in the hymn, Bulleh Shah says, "Love attracts us
in its newest form; love is always in its newest bloom." Further he says,
"I had not known that God has come in the form of Inayat Shah; but He
has assumed Inayat Shah's body. And concerning the law that there can
be n o prophet or Saint after Mohammed, it is not true. That is wrong.
H e has come and is becoming new. Since my form is new, H e also has
come in a new form."
Burn the prayer mat and break the vessel;
Do not carry the rosary or stick.
Lovers of God, shout from the rooftops:
"Don't argue that you are eating bodies lawfully!"
Love attracts us in its newest form.
Maharaj Sawan Singh used to say, "One gardener plants the saplings,
another gardener gives them water and makes them flourish. One Saint
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initiates, another may give the water of Satsang, and make them
flourish. He makes them spiritually prosperous by making them
meditate; thus they become able to realize God." But what is happening? When a Saint leaves, His disciples say that no one can be Master except Him. But what does that say about the Master? What is the use of a
teacher who cannot make even one student pass the examination? What
is the use of the coming of a Master or a Saint if nobody can be successful among His disciples? But it is because of our narrow-mindedness
that we say that no one is successful.
How can we recognize a Saint if among His disciples, no one attains
that position which the Saint attained? Maharaj Sawan Singh Ji used to
say, "When Saints come, they bring their own staff with them." When
one finishes His duty, another starts doing His work. If the Saints do not
bring their own staff with them, who will recognize them in this
materialistic world? You can think yourself: were we, the insects of
maya, capable of recognizing Maharaj Sawan Singh? Think of how
Master Kirpal Singh Ji brought glory to His name in all the world, and
how Mastana Ji spread His name to Rajasthan. Could we, the insects of
maya, have done that, or brought glory to His name?
Guru Nanak says, "People act and pose like those who are one with
God. But in reality they are millions of miles away from Him." So
Maharaj Sawan Singh Ji used to say, "Saints bring their own staff with
them. And when their work is finished in one part, they start in another
part." The worldly people are always uselessly shouting against them,
but when the time comes He starts doing His work no matter if others do
speak against Him. You see, many people of other persuasions were
always troubling Master Kirpal Singh Ji; but still He founded Ruhani
Satsang and showed them what the Truth was. When people slander or
criticize the Saints, their name is spread more in the world. I am telling
you a truth: if there were no slanderers or critics of Saints, nobody would
have known about them.
Once Maharaj Sawan Singh Ji went to a town for doing Satsang.
Some people asked for His permission to do publicity. But Maharaj Ji
said to them, "He will make it done. God will do it by His own self by
one means or the other. Don't you worry about that." So at that time the
Akalis and Arya Samajis* were opposing him. They wanted to prevent
the people from coming to Satsang. So they announced through loud
speakers that were fixed on jeeps going around the town, saying, "Don't

* The Akalis are a politically militant sect of the Sikhs; the Arya Samaj is a
reform Hindu movement which has accomplished great good, but which rejects
all post-Vedic developments in Indian thought, and which also takes a militant attitude toward those it sees as its opponents.
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go to the Satsang of Radhasoami. Their guru has come who puts musical
instruments in your head and through his eyes he makes the people his
own." S o the people thought, "Let us go and see that man who is doing
ail this." S o in that way, because they were curious, they came; and
many came t o the Satsang who had never heard of Maharaj Sawan
Singh.
And while the people were doing this publicity, Maharaj Ji was sitting
on the terrace with the organizers. And seeing them, H e told the
organizers, "Now you look: is your work being done well o r not?" S o
what was the result of that negative publicity? There was a large gathering at the tent of the Satsang. And the new people who came were thanking the Akali and Arya Samaji brothers who brought them to the feet of
a perfect Master. And many people got initiation there. S o these unpaid
apprentices of God work for the Saints. Paltu Sahib says, Critics work
very hard to glorify the name of a Saint in the three worlds. One who
does not know about Him, he learns from them.
Bulleh Shah says, Burn the prayer mat. Because when Saints leave,

people adopt their signs. S o he says, "Burn the prayer mat and leave the
rosary and stick." Muslim people carry a special type of stick when they
are doing certain kinds of prayer. And he says, Leave the rosary. What
d o we people do? We move the beads of the rosary with our hands and
we utter the words "Rama, Rama" with tongue. But what does Kabir
say about this practice? H e says, Rosary is moving in the hand, tongue in
the mouth and mind is wandering in the world. Dear brother, this is not a
Simran. S o we move the rosary with our hand and we utter words with

our mouth but our mind is wandering somewhere else. Sometimes it is
wandering in sons and daughters, sometimes it is fighting with the problems of caste and communities, sometimes here, sometimes there. That
with which we have to d o meditation, that is our attention; and it is
wandering in the world. S o Kabir says, "This simran is of n o avail.
There is n o use in doing this simran. S o if you want to move the rosary,
move the rosary of heart, of each and every cell of the body, so that the
body should resound."
Further, Bulleh Shah says, Lovers of God shout from the rooftops.
Lovers of God who have come into this world have shouted from the
rooftops, "Don't argue that you are eating meat lawfully." I t is believed
in various religions that if the animal is slaughtered in certain ways it is
lawful. But Saints say that once the life has gone out from the body it is a
dead body, n o matter how its life was taken.
S o Bulleh Shah says, "Why deceive the people? You are eating dead
bodies and you are saying it is lawful. Don't say this. Say, 'We are eating
a dead body' so that other people can decide for themselves whether it is
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lawful or not. You yourself are in delusion; why are you deluding
others?" Paltu Sahib says in this context, The Muslim slaughters one
way and says it is lawful; Hindus slaughter another way. Both are in delusion. Both are only eating dead bodies. Oh Paltu, Muslims go to the
mosque and bow down their heads and Hindus go to the temple for doing prayers; but both are only making strenuous efforts.
Further Paltu Sahib says, How did I realize God? I neither worship
the God in the mosque nor do I bow down to the God in the temple. I
worship the living God Who knows others'pain and sorrows. Mastana
Ji also said, "God is a living Rama." H e used to say, "People ar'e worshiping the dead Rama, the statue of Rama; but I am worshiping the living Rama shown me by my Master Sawan Singh."

When I learned the lesson of love, I was afraid of going to
the mosque.
Then I went to the temple where many sounds were resounding.
Love attracts us in its newest form.
Now he says, When I learned the lesson of love (meaning "when I got
initiation") I was afraid of going to the mosque. H e had been preaching
in the mosque for forty years and when he was initiated he came to know
how much he had deceived the people. T o deceive one soul is a great sin.
A deceiver of souls is a great sinner. Then he says, "When I became
afraid of going to the mosque I thought I might get some peace in the
temple. So I ran away to the temple. But what was there? Many sounds
were sounding there; people were making a lot of noise with conches and
drums and they were playing other instruments; but God's love was not
there. Where was God? God has come in the newest form, in the form of
Inayat Shah, because love attracts us in its newest form."

When I got the token of love, I destroyed the power of mind
and maya,
And I was cleansed from within and without;
And now, wherever I look, I see m y beloved.
Love attracts us in its newest form.
Now he says, "When I got the token of love, I destroyed the power of
mind and maya, I dominated them. Now they are in my control. From
within and without, I am purified." When one is purified from within
and from within God is manifested, then outside also he is pure. And
that man, that human pole, will advise the people to earn their living by
the sweat of the brow and to meditate on Naam. H e says to be pure from
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outside; but he also emphasizes inner purity. He says that it should not
be that on the outside you act like a Mahatma and within you are
nothing. No. Whatever there is within you, only that should be shown
t o the people. Then Bulleh Shah says, "Whenever I look anywhere, I see
Him only; my beloved is there." It is just like when you are standing
in a palace fitted with mirrors all around-wherever you look you will
see your own image. Whether you look from the front or back or right or
left, you will see your own image. In the same way when from within and
without one is purified, one sees his Master everywhere.
Guru Nanak also says, I see only you, 0 my Master. There is no one
except You anywhere. Kabir Sahib says, Saying You, You, I was eliminated from me; since I was eliminated, wherever I see, I see only You.
But what is our condition? Maharaj Ji used to tell one story about a
Mirati (a member of the hereditary musician caste). This Mirati went to a
mosque where devotees were offering prayers. They told him also to d o
prayer. S o he asked the advantages of it. And the devotees replied that
by doing prayer, the radiance of God comes on one's face. H e said, "All
right; I don't have time right now but I will d o it in my home." Among
the Muslims it is allowed t o d o ablutions before prayer with sand if water
is not available at any place. Now this man was in the habit of drinking
and had an aversion to using water, and he was drunk that night when he
went back home. So he decided to use the sand, and he rubbed his hands
on the earth. Now there was a chapati pan lying there which was black,
and unknowingly he rubbed his face with that. After doing the act of
prayer he went to sleep.
When he woke up in the morning he asked his wife to see if there was
the radiance of God on his face. Now his wife had never seen the radiance of God; how could she say? But she said, "Look here, I don't
know what the radiance of God is; but I can say this, that if it is black
then it has come in abundance; if it is other than black, then your own
radiance has come."
So this is our condition. If we could achieve God by slaughtering
animals, by backbiting, by criticizing, by thinking evil of others, then
everyone would have got Him. But if He is achieved only by purifying
from within and without then we have lost the other taste also. Guru
Nanak says, Rare are the best ones in the world. Only a few are purified
from within and without.

Hir and Ranjah * were united.
Ranjah was playing in my lap and I was searching for him
outside;

*

Hir a n d Ranjah were immortal lovers in the Punjab, comparable t o Majnun
and Laila in Persia. Mystics have used them to symbolize Soul a n d Oversoul
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1 was not aware.
Love attracts us in its newest form.

Now he says, "What happened when I was purified from within and
without? Hir and Ranjah were united"; that is, soul and Oversoul were
united. Soul says, "I did not realize that my beloved was within me. I
was searching for my beloved in forests and mountains and in this world.
But when I looked within according to my Master's instructions, I saw
my beloved Ranjah (Shabd) playing in my lap." Then she says that when
soul inverted, she met Ranjah within-Shabd manifested within. When
soul went back to her true home, Sach Khand, who was there? Her
beloved Ranjah, the Oversoul, God.
Now Hir, or the soul, says, "By calling Ranjah, Ranjah, I myself have
become Ranjah. All my friends now call me Ranjah. None should call
me Hir now." She's going and asking her friends, searching for Hir, asking, "Have you seen Hir?" When her friends say, "Who are you?" she
replies, "Ranjah," meaning she has forgotten herself also.
In the same way, one who keeps his Master's love in his heart, or one
who always remembers Him, becomes His form. Guru Nanak also says,
0 Nanak, this is His will. The Guru makes His disciple a Guru.
But those who are not rising above and not going to higher planes
can't see what the Truth is. And what d o those people do? They neither
take benefit for themselves nor do they allow others to take benefit. So
she said, "My God, my Master, that Shabd is within me. I am playing
with Him, and H e is playing with me."

People are tired of reading Vedas and Koran,
Doing Sijdha their foreheads are worn out.
God is neither in Mecca nor in any other sacred place.
One who has realized Him has done so by going within.
Everything lies within.
Sijdha is a prostration in Mohammedan prayer in which you are kneeling and touching the ground with the nose and forehead, the eyes being
directed towards the tip of the nose; and Mecca is the sacred place of the
Moslems. So Bulleh Shah was very much an intellectual and learned
man, and he had done all these things. Here he explains how he doubted
the worth of it all; he says, "I am tired of reading Vedas and Koran."
Further he says, "By doing Sijdha or prostration-my forehead was
worn out." Some Saints when they come, they go to all the sacred places
as Guru Nanak went to Mecca. In the same way Bulleh Shah went to the
sacred places of Hindus and he went to Mecca. But he says, "God is
neither in Mecca nor in any sacred place." He says, "I went to Mecca
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also, but I didn't find Him there." In this context Kabir, who was also a
Muslim, says, When I was going to do Haj, [pilgrimage to Mecca] God
met me on the way. He was displeased with me and rebuked me, asking
me from whom I had learned that God is in Mecca? God is within all. So
Bulleh Shah says, "My forehead is worn out doing the Sijdha. Whoever
has achieved Him has achieved Him from within. Nobody has ever
found Him from outside or elsewhere and nobody will ever find Him
from anywhere except from within."
Guru Nanak also says, Reading made us tired but there was nopeace.
Without Satguru none can get Naam. This law is made by God Himself.
H e says, If we read all the books and scriptures but ignore Naam and
Master, brothers, there is no means of liberation. Without Satsang our
introspection is not completed and yearning is not developed in our
hearts. Only through Satsang, Saints create longing and yearning to
meet God in our hearts.

Your love has made me forget the Sijdha
And now there is no need of repeating the old habits;
0 Bulleh Shah, everything is within.
Love attracts us in its newest form.
After getting Initiation, Inayat Shah told Bulleh Shah, "There is no
need of outward rites and rituals; the only thing that is now required is
t o go within." Then Bulleh Shah replied, "It is very difficult t o leave
them," as he was a Kazi in the mosque. S o Inayat Shah told him, "All
right; you meditate." And now, after doing meditation, when his inner
vision was open and when he had seen the reality within him, he said,
"Your love has made me forget the Sijdha. 1 find that there is no need
of repeating the old habits, because everything is lying within." When
we have got initiation by a Master, after that there is only one thing for
us t o do; that is meditation. What is the use of fighting with others?
You have got what you need for your salvation. Mind your own
business. You can go within and see who is perfect and who is not, who
has been given orders and who has not. Just look within and see. From
where does one have t o take orders? From men? From worldly people?
From the insects of maya?
Kabir Sahib says, 0 Kabir, once meditation becomes established, we
will get itsfruit even if seven oceans are comrng in our way. S o one who
has meditated will get its fruit. This is the matter of Master and disciple. It has nothing t o d o with the registration and transference of
worldly things. Did Guru Nanak make a will for Guru Angad? Did
Baba Jaimal Singh get this wealth of spirituality through a will from
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Swami Ji Maharaj? Or did Sawan Singh get it through papers? Only
materials can be transferred by wills and papers and not spirituality. So
in the way of the Saints, eye gives to eye. Nectar is flowing through the
eyes of Saints. But what is our condition? We are not even making our
eyes the receptacle for their grace, for the grace of the Master. And
what have we to give? We have nothing to give our Master. We know
only how to slander, to criticize, to abuse other people and to comment
on other people. This is the matter of Guru and Sikh. This is the matter
of Master and disciple. Everything is given only through the eyes and
there is no other medium through which spirituality can be given.
Once Bishan Das, my first Guru, held my neck and told me, "Look
into my eyes." And whatever power he had he gave me through the eyes.
And Master Kirpal also gave me through the eyes. Whatever He gave me
He gave me through the eyes only. Hazrat Bahu says, "If Master looks
once through His gracious eyes He can liberate millions." Everything is
done with the eyes. You see, one who can liberate millions only by looking once, why does He have to consult others for decisions? Because He
is perfect He can liberate millions only by his one sight. Since He is
capable of doing each and every thing then why does He have to consult
other people for making decisions? He can decide on his own.

The Beautiful Ways of Kal
Sant Bani Ashram
Sanbornton, New Hampshire
May 1, 1977

Wonderfully Kal has deluded the world; How can I describe it?
He has made people do the things in this age, which were made
for previous ages.
In this hymn Swami Ji Maharaj is telling us that two Powers are working
in this world. One power is called the Negative Power or Kal and the
other is called the Positive Power or Dayal. The Negative Power can
neither create souls nor destroy them. Sat Purush or the Positive Power
created the Negative Power. It came in God's will to become many from
One; and then He created sixteen powers-sometimes they are called the
sixteen sons of the Positive Power. Kal is one of those sixteen.
The Negative Power did the devotion of God for seventy ages. Kabir
Sahib has said that for seventy ages he stood on the support of his thumb
and meditated. Again for sixty-four ages he meditated and did the devotion of Sat Purush. God was pleased by his incessant devotion, and sent
another one of His sons to Kal telling him, "I am pleased with your
devotion. What do you want?"
And Kal said, "I don't like Your creation. Please give me permission
to make another one. And in that creation I should be the master.
Nobody should question me if I take anybody's skin off or if I make
anybody sit on hot irons.''
Because God was pleased by his devotion and his seva, He gave orders
to the Negative Power to make this creation. God gave a number of jivas
[souls] to Kal and He told them, "I have been pleased by his devotion,
and, because I have given him my word, you go with him. The Negative
Power will make many good things for you and he will provide you with
everything."
Some of the jivas said to the Sat Purush, "We don't know the
Negative Power. Who knows whether he will keep us in good places or
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whether he will give us pain? If he gives us pain, is there any way we can
ask for help?" Then God gave them this promise: "If anybody among
you is given pain by the Negative Power, if you cry for Me, 1 myself will
come to liberate you. H e will make many bodies of animals, insects,
vegetables, and he will compel you to go in them; but he will also give
you the human body for one time, and if you cry for Me while in the
human body, I will come to help you."
The jivas are the food of Kal. When he started devouring the jivas, Sat
Purush sent Kabir Sahib in this world and said, "Those who are yearning for Me, go and bring them back to Me." Kabir Sahib was the first
incarnation of Sat Purush t o come in this world, and H e came in all the
four ages. In the Golden Age His name was Sat Sukrat; in the Silver Age
His name was Maninder; in the Copper Age His name was Karunamai,
and in the Iron Age H e was called Kabir. In the book Anurag Sugar
["The Ocean of Love"] H e has clearly written how many people were initiated by Him in all four ages, and all about His coming into this world.
When Kabir Sahib came to liberate the jivas, the Negative Power
fought with Him very much. H e said to Kabir Sahib, "Sat Purush has
given me this world, and now You have come to destroy it. You are my
elder brother, You also give me some boon." And H e even tried to get
the knowledge of Naam from Kabir Sahib, deceiving Him, and he told
Him, "If you will tell me what the sign of Your disciple is, I will not
touch him." But Kabir Sahib was not afraid of the Negative Power, and
never did H e give the knowledge of Naam to him, coming in deception.
Then Kal said t o Kabir Sahib, "All right, now I will tell everybody t o eat
meat and drink wine; and in all the houses people will start doing it. You
will go and say that people should give up eating meat and drinking
wine, which is difficult, and nobody will d o it." Then Kal sent for some
of his servants, saying, "Kabir is my enemy, and H e has come t o liberate
the jivas. You play whatever tricks you want to disturb Him." But
whenever Kabir Sahib came, H e was never afraid of the tortures given to
Him by the Negative Power. Once H e was tied u p and thrown in front of
an elephant. Once His feet were chained and He was thrown in the
water. But H e was never afraid of the Negative Power, and H e still
preached the Naam, and H e gave the knowledge of Naam to the jivas.
Kabir Sahib said, "God has sent me into this world to preach the Naam,
but Kal does not allow us t o preach it easily. It is very difficult to preach
Naam in this world."
When Master gave me the authority to preach the Naam and give Initiation, I told Him about my shortcomings. I said, "You are such a
great Power, but even so people criticize you and even write books
against You. And I am illiterate; I know nothing about this world. How
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can I do this work?" Then Hazur looked at me and said, "You look at
me." And then He told me one thing: "If a bad man is not stopping his
bad deeds, then why should a good man stop his good deeds?"
Worldly people don't have any happiness. If you see a happy person
and you talk with him in private, he will also report many pains and sufferings. He is filled like the ulcer: from the outside he looks good, but
within, he is having much pain. Kal has misled us in very beautiful
ways. Swami Ji Maharaj says, "Kal has entangled us in this world in
many beautiful ways." Some are happy drinking wine; some are happy
gambling; some are happy in doing other bad deeds. Nobody is afraid of
death. Everybody says that no one is going to ask them for their account-"This
world is full of happiness. Who has seen the other
world?" We also see our dear friends and relatives dying and we ourselves take them to the cremation ground. We already know that when
someone goes he doesn't take anything from this world. But we think
that only other people are going to die and that is only for them. All the
wine and other worldly pleasures are for us, but death is for the other
people. We forget our approaching time of death.
You see, in this world there were many dictators and great people who
were frightening others. And where are they now? They have become
bones; they have passed from this world. Now we don't even treat their
tombs well. And the time will come when the same thing happens to us
and our body will become a collection of ashes.
Swami Ji Maharaj says that the Negative Power has kept souls from
doing the meditation of God in many beautiful ways. In this small hymn
He w~lltell us what the beautiful ways are through which we are kept
from the meditation of God. Some of the beautiful ways He is talking
about are ways through which people were liberated in earlier ages; but
we don't realize that those ways were then taught by some living Master,
and under the guidance of that living Master the souls pleased Him in
that way and they were liberated. But now in this age also we need the
living Master. We forget that. God provided milk for the baby who was
born five hundred years back and God provided milk for the baby who
was born five thousand years back. Similarly, the same God is providing
milk for the baby which is coming into this world now.lt is not true that
the mother who was born five thousand years back is providing milk to
the baby who is born now. Similarly, if you say that God needed to send
the Saints to this world five thousand years back or two thousand years
back or five hundred years back, but not now, that is not true. Just as
God was sending the Saints to this world then, He is still sending Them
and in the future also He will continue to send Them. Four or five persons of our time are necessary: the magistrate of the time can decide our
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lawsuit; the doctor of our time can give us medicine and cure us; the husband or wife of the time can marry us and produce our child; the teacher
of the present time can give us academic knowledge; and the Saint or
Master of the time can give us the knowledge of Shabd Naam.

Foolish fellows, whose minds like to wander about, get stuck
to water and stones. *
Intelligent and proud people have become the slaves of the
goddess of learning.
Two types of people come into this world. We call one of them "fool" or
"illiterate"; the other we call "educated" or "learned." We call the illiterate people fools because if somebody tells a fool or an illiterate man to
worship the sun, he will worship the sun and he will understand that he is
worshiping God. If somebody tells him to worship water or any other
outer thing, he will d o so with the understanding that he is worshiping
God. And the learned people lay much emphasis on learning and reading
books day and night, thinking that by learning and reading the scriptures
they are doing the devotion of God. The majority of people in this world
believe this; but they are not ready to live up to the teachings which are
contained in the holy books or scriptures. Saints do not say that learning
or reading is bad; but they do say that whatever you read or learn, you
should at least try to live up to it. You should think over what is written.
Mahatmas say that if, after reading, you have not lived up to it, then
what is the use of reading? Or what is the use of making other people
read? If after reading we still have our bad habits with us, then what is
the use of it?

The rest lying in between these two categories, who are
neither foolish nor intelligent,
Take to recitals fiapa], austerities [tapa], fasts and other delusive actions, and, poor people, they burn themselves in
five fires.
The jivas who are neither illiterate nor learned go wherever they are
directed because they don't have their own brains to think with. If someone tells them to fast for one day or two days, they do it. If somebody
tells them to perform an austerity, they do it.
Some people "burn themselves in the five fires" which means they
perform the austerities of that name. I also performed austerities before
*That is, holy rivers and/or baths, and idols.
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coming to the feet of Baba Bishan Das and our Master. One sadhu told
me that performing this austerity is good for realization of God. He told
me to sit in between four fires burning on four sides and under the heat
of the sun overhead. In the month of June it is very hot in our country
and he told me to perform that austerity for four hours a day from
twelve noon onward, and he told me to repeat the name "Ram" twentyfour thousand times. Despite the June heat and the heat of the fires, still
dear ones sit in love because they want to realize God in any way they
can. He told me to do the simran, the repetition, of that name twentyfour thousand times; but I was doing it forty-eight thousand times, and
instead of sitting for four hours, I was sitting for eight hours in between
those fires. But my mind didn't get any peace or happiness from that; my
soul didn't get any peace or happiness in that. I only got ego in my mind,
saying that I have also performed an austerity and I am also something.
No doubt people were giving me respect, saying that I was a good mahatma because I had performed that austerity. But I was feeling ashamed
within, because people were calling me "mahatma" but I didn't have
any qualities of a mahatma. And when I went to Baba Bishan Das he
asked me what was the need of burning the fires outside when the fires
are burning within?
The fires of lust, anger, greed, attachment and egoism, the five fires,
are burning in the body. Then what is the need of burning the fires outside? How will you survive when within and without, everywhere, the
fires are burning? When he showered grace on me, then I realized that
those five fires were burning within me. He gave me some assurance
about life and he opened the way of spirituality to me. It was his boon
and blessing that he told me that what remained would be given to me in
my own ashram: that the Giver Himself would come there to give it to
me. And according to the boon foretold to me by Baba Bishan Das,
Hazur Kirpal, my long separated Hazur Kirpal, came into my ashram,
gave the bread of life to this hungry one, and gave me that nectar for
which my soul was thirsty.
See the tricks of Kal! some are knocked down by his head,
some are smashed with his feet.
He has bewildered the whole world and led it astray and no one
has rest or peace.
Swami Ji Maharaj says, "Look at the ways of Negative Power! How he
is washing away and destroying this world." He is destroying everybody.
Not even the disciples of Saints are free from his tricks. Masters tell us
that God is within us and they tell us how to practice and collect our scat-
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tered thoughts and realize God. But the Negative Power is misleading us
at the same time, and he is preventing us from walking on the Path
shown by the Masters. H e is leading us away from this Path so that we
think we have been sitting for a long time and have got nothing. But we
never introspect our mind carefully to see whether when we were sitting
our mind allowed us to d o Simran or whether he did some other work
during meditation.

Seeing such conditions, Sant Satguru appears in this world.
When the jivas give up the devotion and worship of God and start
worshiping stones, water, or books, then that God Who planted the
seed-because He is very much concerned about the harvesting of that
seed-He Himself comes in the human body to give us the real
Knowledge. It is just as, if any child is kidnapped by gypsies, his father
will come in the form of a gypsy t o take him. If he comes in his real form,
the gypsies will never allow him t o come among them. So he changes his
form to that of a gypsy and then he can go there. The gypsies think that
he is one of them and they allow him to come t o their place. Then that
father tells his son about his real home. In the beginning the son may not
even be ready t o listen t o him. But because of the daily company of his
father, he starts understanding what his father is talking about and one
day he becomes ready to go back to his real home.
Similarly, when we forget God, God Himself comes in the form of
Saints or Mahatmas, and then He tells us, "You may call me as your
brother or father or whatever you want, but if you d o the practices about
which I am telling you, you will be able to go back to your real home."

Satguru says, "Service to the Master, achieving Naam, and
Satsang are the important things. "
These are the three true methods which He explains; all other
practices are useless.
After coming in this world H e tells us to catch hold of three things: one is
Satsang; one is meditation on true Naam; and the other is the Masterbecause only a perfect Master can give you the perfect Naam. All things
except these three are useless. Without Master we cannot get the Naam;
without Naam there is n o liberation; and without Satsang our introspection is not completed.

Useless is the reading of the Vedas, Shastras, Smritis and
Puranas.
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Pundits, for their own self-interest, criticise the Saints.
Saints do not tell us that reading and learning are bad, but they say that
the reading or learning which you do like a parrot, you should also live
up to. They are bringing our attention to the things which are written in
the Vedas and Shastras, that is, the holy books. And the people who
have made reading and learning their business, they speak against the
Saints and Mahatmas.
Lovingly Saints explain to them also, but they do not understand.
They are desirous of name, fame and wealth and are devoid of
spirituality.
It is the policy of Saints and Mahatmas when they come to even try to explain the Path to the people who are laying much emphasis on learning.
They tell them with love: "Just look at your books and see what your
books are saying: they are talking about Naam, Satguru, and sangat."
Saints and Mahatmas tell them, "If you practice the things which are
written in your books, you can get liberation." But those people are
working for name and fame, and they do not obey the Saints and
Mahatmas.
They go round in the cycle of eighty-four lakhs,
Again and again they go into the four categories of birth.
They read the knowledge of the previous age;
Some talk about law, some about the Vedas.
When we are not meditating on Shabd Naam and are wasting this
human body, when we do not appreciate this human body, how does the
Negative Power punish us? He sends us back again into the cycle of
eighty-four lakhs births and deaths and again we are born-sometimes
from eggs, sometimes from moisture, sometimes from seeds, sometimes
from the womb.
They do not realize the correct method of liberation and are
proud of their reading.
As they do not learn the knowledge of this age,
The poor fellows fall down.
Now Swami Ji Maharaj says that such people have made a business out
of learning and reading and they understand that learning and reading
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are the means of liberation. And they are proud of that learning but they
d o not realize the truth. They d o not know the knowledge of this present
age. What are the teachings of this present age? All the different
ages-Golden Age, Silver Age, Copper Age, Iron Age-have religions
of their own. In each age the life span of human beings is different,
depending upon the age. It is written in the holy books that in the Golden
Age (Sat Yuga) people lived up to one hundred thousand years; in the
Silver Age (Treta Yuga) people lived up to ten thousand years; and in the
Copper Age (Dwapar Yuga) the average lifetime was one thousand
years. In the previous ages, the lifetimes were long and health was very
good, and with only the slightest attention we went back on the path of
God. And in this Iron Age (Kali Yuga) we already know how good our
health is: we cannot even sit for one hour in one position without moving. And we cannot hold our attention even for one second at the third
eye. That is why the religion of this present age is liberation only by the
means of Naam. Swami Ji Maharaj says that in this Iron Age there is no
other means of liberation except that of Naam. No other worship or way
of devotion to God can help us in getting liberation except that of the
practice of Naam. Guru Nanak Sahib also said, "Now the Iron Age has
come-meditate on Naam." If you are doing anything else except the
meditation of Naam, you are planting seeds of the wrong season: those
seeds will never sprout and they will never be harvested.
Now the question arises of which naam or name we are to meditate
on. That Naam is not any word; that Naam has created this world. Guru
Nanak Sahib said that in this Iron Age that Naam is hidden everywhere,
is all pervading, and is within our body. This Path is not made by any
man. No Saint can decrease it nor increase it. This Path is as old as man
himself. When our God was making our body, and when He made the
openings of nose, eyes, and mouth, etc., at the same time, He made the
opening that leads back to Him, in our body. This Path is not made only
for any particular type of people or any particular country. It is for all
people, whether they belong to America, Africa, India, or anywhere.
This Path is for all human beings. Masters tell us that there is no need to
give up your religion; there is no need to give up your family and
children. What you have to d o is only to collect your scattered thoughts
at the third eye, and walk on the path shown by Him. If you d o this, you
can reach your home early.

Humility and purity is the path of this age,
And Guru Bhakti is the surest way for liberation.
So become pure and holy within
And rise to Gaggan [eye center], catching the Shabd.
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At the time of Initiation Saints tell us some habits from which we have to
abstain. They tell us to give up wine; to develop humility within us; and
to meditate on Shabd Naam. They tell us to give up egoism because
egoism is the greatest obstacle between us and God. What is egoism? It is
egoism when we are always thinking "This is my community," "This is
my family," "This is my country," "These are my thingsv-all the
belongings. Guru Nanak Sahib said, "Egoism is the greatest disease-it
is incurable." But then He said, "If the disease is within us, its medicine is also within us." God Himself, when He wants to shower His
grace on some soul, brings the soul to the path of Shabd Naam. Death
comes from within man and the power of survival also comes from
within. That is why Saints say to develop humility, give up bad deeds and
do good deeds.

The inner Path is of Swat and Shabd;
The Five Sounds are the goal.
Step by step, riding on shabd,
We reach Sach Khand.
What do They tell us when They come? They tell us to meditate on Surat
Shabd-to take our soul and reunite it with the Oversoul. We need to
bring nothing from outside because our soul is within us and Shabd is
also within us. Then They say that you can go back to your real home,
Sach Khand, after taking your soul up by climbing on the Shabd. When
the sages and seers asked Guru Nanak what was the way through which
man could be liberated from the ocean of this world, He replied that the
way of Surat Shabd was the only way.

That is why, first of all, remember Master: know all other
works to be less important.
Fix your Master's Form in your heart and cherish your lovefor
Him like the moon bird does the moon.
Now the question arises: what is the first thing which is required of us in
the devotional practice? To remember the Master who has connected us
with the Shabd. No Mahatma tells us to worship himself. Nobody tells
us to comtemplate on himself. Instead of accepting praise for himself, he
gives praise to others. High officials would come to see Hazur, and they
would bring garlands of flowers to greet the Master; but just as they
were going to garland Master, He would take the garland and tell them,
"Just as you want to be happy in garlanding me, I also want to be happy;
so let me do that." And He Himself would garland those people who
came to garland Him.
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Once a man came to our Ashram and told Master that when his son
was dying, He had come and taken him up. Master replied, "Yes, it is all
Master's grace. I am a human being like you. You see I am standing here
near you. I am not going anywhere and doing other things. It is all
Master Sawan's grace." Saints and Masters never tell their disciples to
worship them, but unless a disciple is remembering his Master, he cannot
progress; the way of progress is not open to him, unless he is remembering his Master. All Masters have laid emphasis on Guru Bhakti or devotion to the Guru. They tell us to be in the devotion of the Guru just like
the chakor. The chakor or moon bird loves the moonlight in the same
way as They tell us to be in love with the Master. When the moon comes
in the sky, then the moon bird gazes on the moon. As the moon moves,
he also moves his neck and does not move his attention here or there. He
is always attentive to the moon.
Once a man came to our Ashram and wanted to touch the feet of the
Master, but looking at him, Master laughed and told him, "What is
there in my feet? Everything lies in the eyes! Eyes give only to eyes."

So long as your love is not so intense, practice only this
method.
When Guru Bhakti is completed, then the soul ascends to the
higher planes.
Unless we have devotion like that of the moon bird, unless we remember
the Form of the Master just like that moon bird does, we cannot progress.

Know them as foolish, who without completing Guru Bhakti,
attempt to catch Shabd.
When with Master's grace Shabd is heard, it is the powerful
Guru Who pulls up the soul.
Generally, all the satsangis do not give attention to Simran. They don't
know up to which point they have to do the devotion of Master. At the
time of Initiation Master tells us everything very clearly, but we do not
try to understand what He says then. The Simran which is given to the
disciple is Guru Bhakti. And when you have completed the course of
Simran, after that Naam Bhakti is started. With the help of Simran, we
have to collect all our scattered thoughts and bring them to the third eye.
We can go up to the sun, moon and stars with the help of Simran, and
manifest the form of Satguru. And when the form of Satguru is
manifested, then Master tells us to catch hold of the Sound, and, after
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that, the devotion of Naam is started. But what are we doing? Before
completing the devotion of Guru, we start towards the Sound. But even
if we hear the Sound, at this stage it does not pull us up. So that's why we
should not forget the Simran even for a moment, whether we are traveling in an airplane, or talking, or walking, or anything. We should not
give up our Simran, even if we are talking. When the course of Simran is
completed, after that Master Himself pulls our soul up. It is His work;
just as a student's duty is to go to school, and after that, it is the teacher's
duty to teach him. In the same way, the disciple's duty is to collect his
scattered thoughts and reach up to the third eye, and, after that, the
responsibility, the duty, of the Master starts. It is His work to pull the
soul up. Any disciple who is doing his work can see how Master is working for him and is helping him.
Without the completion of Guru Bhakti, the soul won't rise
above, the sky won't burst and one won't get Naam.
Guru Bhakti is the root of everything, other things are the
branches of success.
Unless we complete the Simran, we may see the Light, but the way up is
not open to us. We cannot go through that gaggan unless we complete
our Simran. The gaggan is in the third eye, and we have to go into our
brain, because that is where the way is. But, even though when we collect
our thoughts a little bit at this point, we do see a little bit of Light, or
even if we see more Light, we cannot go beyond this without completing
our Simran.
As the mother loves the son, as the lover loves his woman, as
the fish is sustained by the water, as the rainbird loves the
the rainNow Swami Ji Maharaj gives us very beautiful examples: Unless we have
love for our Master like that of a mother for her son, or of a fish for the
water, or of the rainbird for the rainwater, or of a lover for his womanunless we have that kind of love for our Master, we cannot progress.
When you develop such love, only then will you be able toproceed on the Path.
Whatever I had to say, I have told you.
Now it is up to you to believe it or not.
Now Swami Ji Maharaj says that unless we have love like the four ex-
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amples he gave in the previous verse, we cannot progress on this Path.
He says that now he has told us everything: how the Negative Power has
deluded us; how the Negative Power is misleading us away from the
Path; how God comes in the form of Sant Satguru into this world to
liberate us; how He gives us the knowledge of Naam Initiation; how,
after Initiation, we have to do the seva and the devotion of Satguru; and
how much we should love our Master. I have told you everything. Now it
is up to you. It is your choice whether to believe it or not, whether to
practice it or not. Man is independent for the time which he has been
allotted to live in this world. Whether he does the devotion or not, is up
to his will, because he is independent. Saints never impose their devotion
or their way on any soul. They come and they lovingly tell the people,
"If you practice this, it will be good for you." We are not doing any
favor to anybody by doing the devotion; in fact, we are having mercy on
our own soul. Swami Ji Maharaj says, "Have mercy on your own soul
and save it from the cycle of eighty-four lakhs births and deaths." Then
He says, "If one does not have mercy on himself, who else will have
mercy on him?" The daily meditation and the daily devotion which we
are doing, that is the mercy on our soul. And Swami Ji Maharaj says, "I
have explained to you about the two ways. If you choose the good way, it
will be good for you; but it is up to you whether you choose the good or
the bad way."
There was one officer of the Ganga canal system near our ashram, and
once I told him, "Our Satguru has come to the ashram, and He knows a
very good way of realizing God. If you will come to Him, He can help
you to realize God, if that is what you want." So he came to the Master,
but instead of listening to the Master, he told Him how he had been practicing this path or that path, and all the help he had been getting from
that. Instead of getting the way of Naam, he was imposing his path on
the Master. Master told him, "All right; you read some literature of Sant
Mat and, if you should get interested in this, if I come again, you can
come to me and I will help you."

The Fire of Anger
May 7, 1977
Sant Bani Ashram
Sanbornton, New Hampshire

This world is a wooden house in James;
One who remains in it burns himself.
That Sadhu survives who takes himself out of it.
This is the bani of Kabir Sahib. He says that the key to Sach Khand is
Naam, and we can manifest that Naam with purity. Accompanying the
mind, our soul has become very dirty. She has forgotten her origin, her
real home. What is the dirt which has defiled her? The dirt of lust, the
dirt of anger, the dirt of greed, attachment-these are very great evils.
And among them, there are two that are most great: lust and anger. Lust
lowers the soul in the body, and with anger, the soul is diffused in the
body. Neither the unchaste man can do the bhakti of devotion, nor can
the angry man do devotion.
Anger is spontaneous madness. Just as the bamboo fields are burnt
with the fire which is coming out of the bamboo itself, in the same way,
the fire of anger is also coming from within us, and is burning us.
So Kabir Sahib says that this world is made of wood, and within it the
fire is burning. The human body is also one building made of wood, and
within it fire is burning. And you already know that if you set fire to a
house of wood, you cannot save that house. Similarly this fire is a very
bad fire in our body-it is a very dangerous fire. Controlled by anger,
and because of this anger, one community or religion is fighting with
another community or religion; because of this anger one brother is
berating the other brother like anything. And unless we take our soul up
above this fire of lust and anger, we cannot escape it; because the
physical knot of lust, anger and all these evils is behind our two eyes, and
the astral knot is in Trikuti.
There is no question of surviving lust, anger, attachment, greed and
evils like that, as long as we are below the second plane. So that is why
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Kabir Sahib says that those who are below the second plane are dying
from that fire. Sometimes they are burning themselves in the fire of lust,
sometimes of a-nger, sometimes of other evils. And one who rises above,
and goes into Daswan Dwar or the third plane, he is called a Sadh and he
is saved from these fires.

Thefire of anger is burning in all, all the world is consumed in
this fire;
Through the company of a Godman one can be free from
this fire.
Now Kabir Sahib says, how can we say that the fire of anger is within one
man and not within another man? All the world is suffering; all the
world is burning, because of this fire of anger. Hazur Maharaj Sawan
Singh used to tell a very interesting story of one angry man. When he was
in the army, this man started making tea, but he couldn't light the fire
because the firewood was wet. So he became very angry with the fire,
and he went and lay down on his bed, saying, "All right, if you don't
want to burn, don't burn." While he was lying on the bed, again the
anger came into his mind, and he got up and destroyed that fireplace.
After that he again went and lay down on the bed. And again the anger
came upon him. So he poured a bucket of water into that fireplace; then
he again went to the bed. Again the anger came upon him and he got up.
And then he urinated on what was left of the fireplace, saying, "Now,
you burn!" Still he was very angry. Now the shed was made of wood and
thatch. And he set fire to the shed, saying, "Now you will burn!" Then
he set fire to his home. His home was being burnt, and the fire station
was called and told, "The cantonment is burning." And then he went
again to his bed. In Satsang when Master Sawan Singh was telling this
story, that man was also sitting there. And Master Sawan Singh would
say, "You go and ask him, if you don't believe me."
So this is the condition of anger. That is why Kabir Sahib says that it is
a very bad fire. You see the condition of your own home, how it is controlled by anger: the husband is displeased with his wife and they are
tearing each other apart; the children are not obeying the parents, and
parents are suffering because of their children. Now He says, if you want
to survive, go into the refuge, take the protection of some Mahatma and,
according to his teachings, collect all the thoughts from your body and
concentrate at the third eye. It is not true that there is no medicine for the
disease. The disease is within us, and the treatment, the remedy, is also
within us.
The speed of the stream of Shabd is faster than the speed of the stream
of our thoughts.

THE FIRE OF ANGER

Millions of bad actions are done because of anger.
When egoism comes in, everything is lost.
Now Kabir Sahib says: don't understand this thing as an ordinary thing,
because when we are controlled by anger, that causes many other bad
karmas, or bad actions.
Now we are meditating and doing seva, and we give donations. But
what is our habit? Unless we tell about our meditations, or our donations, or our seva, to somebody else, we think we cannot digest it. But
Kabir Sahib says that if you will exhibit your meditation, or seva, or
whatever you are doing, if you will tell others that you are doing so much
seva or meditation, you will lose everything. Master Sawan Singh used to
say that doing that is just like cooking a lot of good food, and spreading
ashes on it. Hazur Maharaj Kirpal used to say, "How do you digest your
food? Can't you digest the meditation or seva which you are doing?"
The dear ones should always be grateful and humble and tell Hazur,
"We are very grateful to You because You are making us meditate, and
in fact, You are meditating and You are doing seva." All of us say that
we are going and searching for the Master or Guru. But those whose inner vision is open, what do they say? They say that the disciple is not
searching for the Master, but the Master is searching for the disciple. We
say that we are meditating on Naam as long as our eyes are not open.
When our eyes are open, we realize that we were not meditating, we were
not practicing, there was Something, there was Someone, that was making us meditate and practice. We are sitting in remembrance of God,
because of the grace of God. Otherwise, who has the time to think about
God, or to sit in the remembrance of God, in this Iron Age?

Egoism, anger and Kal are deceptions for the souls.
The trap of Kal is such that it even traps the advanced ones.
Kabir Sahib says that the Negative Power has created deception for man.
Because when souls were given to the Negative Power from Sach Khand,
at that time souls were very pure, so they came to their real home, their
origin, very easily. That is why to trap the soul in the body, Negative
Power attached lust, anger, greed, attachment and egoism to the soul,
and made the mind as their President. And he gave the duty to the mind
not to allow any soul to do Satguru Bhakti. We could cure them easily if
lust or anger were coming from outside; but they are arising from within
our body and they are making us mad.
Kabir Sahib says: "To become safe from these things, what do you
have to do?" If we want to protect our houses, we keep the lights on;
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similarly, when any fire of lust or anger is burning in us, what should we
do? Take our attention right into the light. And Kabir Sahib says, "0
traveler, be alert; there are many thieves coming into this city of the
human body." And when they see that this man is sleeping, or this man
is not alert, they will take away the wealth.of Naam which we are having,
and instead of that they will give us lust and anger and all these evils, and
involve us in them only. The Negative Power distracts us from Naam,
and he gives us his work to do. And mind says, "This world is sweet.
Who has seen the beyond? Do whatever you like here. This is a very
sweet world. Who will see the accounts?"
So Kabir Sahib says that this is all the deception created by the
Negative Power to trap the souls: don't trust him, because he is even
deceiving the souls who are going above. Hazur Maharaj Sawan Singh Ji
was giving an example of one Sadhu who was teased by a woman who
had designs on him, saying, "Are you having a beard on your face? or a
bush?" But he always kept quiet. And when his end time came, when he
was just about to die, he called that particular woman, and when that
woman came there, he asked her, "What was that question you were
asking before? Now you ask it." And when she told him, she asked,
"Why were you not responding to that question then?" He replied,
"Now it is my last moment, my last breath; I am answering your question honestly, exactly as you asked it. Up till now, there was some
possibility that mind would have deceived me and I would have fallen into the trap you were laying for me." That is why Kabir Sahib says that
the trap of Negative Power is very great. Beware of it.

Abuse acts as fire, anger as a fan, and criticism is smoke
created by that fire;
One who is free from these three is a Sadhu.
Now Kabir Sahib says that to speak badly or to abuse anybody is just like
starting a fire. Anger works as a fan, to accelerate the fire, and criticism
is the smoke. When we are angry, how we are fighting one another!
somebody brings a stick and somebody brings a sword, and we are killing each other. After that criticism starts-one criticises the other, one
speaks against the other, and in that way smoke is going up. Kabir Sahib
says that only he can be called a Sadhu who is free from criticism, who is
free from anger. Many great people in the Punjab were coming to argue
with Master Sawan Singh. But Master Sawan used to say that Saints win
only by keeping quiet. We are all intellectual wrestlers; we only want to
win by talking. Masters say: meditate, rise above, and every question,
every problem, will be solved by its own self.
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Hazur Maharaj Ji used to give a very good example to clarify this. One
man fell into a well which did not have any fence. Someone had pity on
him and wanted to save him. So he threw a rope into the well and said, "I
am holding this rope. You come out." But instead of holding on to that
rope, the man began to question him: "Who has made this well? Why
was it made? Why did I fall down in here?" When the man who wanted
to save him had been there for some time, he said, "Many fools like you
can again fall into this well," and walked away. So Master said that what
was required was first of all to hold that rope and come out. And after
coming out of the well he could have asked any question he liked.
When abuse comes, in the beginning it is one;
When responded to it multiplies.
Kabir says: If it is not responded to, it remains one,
Kabir Sahib says that when we are calling names, or when we are
speaking harsh words to anyone, in the beginning it is only one, because
it is coming only from one side. If it is not answered, then it remains only
one. But when it is answered from the other side, it becomes two, and in
that way, it is multiplied, because angry people want to win over each
other, using bad words.
Abuse creates everything: unrest, problems, battles;
One who argues is a low one, one who accepts defeat is
a Sadhu.
Kabir Sahib says that all this unrest and these problems are created only
by using or speaking bad words to other people. But one who surrenders
is a Sadhu, and he says, "He is the low one, he is the mean one, who is
keeping that thing with him and is arguing." We, the worldly people, are
always prese~tingour so-called truths, but Saints and Mahatmas always
wait, because they say that time will tell by itself. When Mastana Ji of
Baluchistan's end time came, He took some of his disciples and showed
them the tombs of the Mogul emperors. He told them, "You see how the
birds are making this place dirty? Nobody cares even to sweep this
place." And after that He took His disciples to Gurudwara Sis Ganj
where Guru Teg Bahadur, the ninth Guru of the Sikhs, was martyred.
And when He brought His disciples there, He told them to see what was
going on there: people were very respectful, cleaning their feet before
entering, distributing parshad, meditating in the temple. And He said
that the Mogul emperors had made many buildings, and the Army at
that time had saluted them at many different places; but now there is no
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one who cares enough to keep those buildings clean-the birds are
making them dirty. But at this place of Chandni Chowk, where the
Gurdwara is located, the Emperor beheaded one Sadhu there. He said
that, now, after 300 years, how the people are worshiping the cremation
place of that martyred Sadhu! That is why Saints say that time always
tells the truth by itself; that Saints have the truth within them, and
eventually people realize that truth. That is why Mastana Ji of
Baluchistan said, "To meditate is the best." Because that fragrance of
your meditation spreads all over the world-even after your death-for
many, many years. Hazrat Bahu says, "He is the real Fakir whose tomb
is alive." You see, time reveals itself. The Saints and Mahatmas who
were given many troubles by the worldly people of their time-all the
people of this time are going to the places where they were cremated or
born, in the memory of those Saints, and those places are made into
memorials, and we are understanding that God is there.
Before the ninth Guru of the Sikhs was beheaded, the Mogul Emperor
told him, "If you are Guru or are called Guru, and if you have that
power, you show me some miracles." He said, "I have only one miracle
to show you: that in whatever way you will torture me, I will bear that."
Because Saints are never exhibiting their supernatural powers, that is
why they depart from the world, understanding themselves as defeated
by the world. But what are we worldly people doing? We are always
ashamed to understand ourselves as defeated; so Kabir Sahib says that
one who understands himself as defeated, He is a Saint, and one who
argues is low.

No one is our enemy if we become cool;
Become cool and everybody will have mercy on you and will
help you.
Now Kabir Sahib says that if you clean your mirror, then you will see the
whole creation clearly. If we make ourself as our friend, we will see all
the world as our friend. That is why Kabir Sahib is saying that nobody is
our enemy in this world, if we stop allowing the mind to do enmity to us.
Now the question arises: we are not having mercy on our own selves,
but we are thinking of having mercy on others. First of all, we have to
have mercy on our own selves. We can have mercy on ourselves only
when we make our soul free from the clutches of mind. Swami Ji
Maharaj says, "Have mercy on your own self, and in that way avoid the
cycle of eighty-four lakhs."

Speak such words which please others,
Which make others cool and you yourself will feel coolness.
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Kabir Sahib says that you have to speak such words with your mouth,
that, hearing those words or bani, other people can get coolness from
them. If you are speaking harsh words, or strict words, first of all you
are burning your own self. Just think that the fireplace first feels the
heat, and after that it is giving it to others. So Kabir Sahib says always
speak sweetly to make yourself sweet. If we can become cool, we can
make others cool.
In Ganga Nagar, one "Mahatma" came to the Satsang. H e was very
famous. H e was a disciple of Master Sawan Singh, and we all respected
him very much. When the Satsang was finished, we thought of serving
him tea, and we thought that we should respect this Baba, and we should
take him into a separate room to serve him tea. Meanwhile tea was
brought, and the Sangat started to drink. Now all the coolness vanished
from the Baba, and he thought, "I am greater than everybody, I should
have been served first." And when we saw that the Baba was becoming
very angry, we told him, "All right, we are bringing tea for you here."
But by this time he couldn't speak, he was so angry. I went into the
kitchen and brought tea; I thought maybe he would drink it. But that
Baba, who was so angry he couldn't speak, took off his turban and told
me to pour that tea on his head. And those people who were sitting there,
they all laughed and clapped and went away, saying, "Who is this Mahatma who has come here to Satsang?"
So there is no benefit in having mercy like this on others. First of all
you have to extinguish your fire. Guru Nanak Sahib says, First of all
you control YOUR mind-first of all you give peace to YOUR mind and
soul, and after that think about others. Kabir says, Those who are
preaching to others don't realize that sand is coming into their mouth;
protecting others' fields, their courtyard is destroyed. So this is our
condition. Our own self is burning with the fires of lust, anger and all
these evils, but we are preaching to others, "You d o this, you d o
that . . . "

Words are precious, if we know their value;
Before speaking, weigh them; then bring them out.
Kabir Sahib says we must consider what effect it will have if we speak
this thing. It is well to always think: "The words which I am telling t o
others, if somebody else is telling me the same words, will I be displeased
or pleased?"

Bad thoughts are the bow, bad words are the arrows.
Those arrows pierce our heart, through the ears.
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Now Kabir Sahib says that bad thoughts work as a bow, and speaking
bad words is just like using the arrow with that bow. Those bad words
affect us through the ears. Through the ears, they wound our heart. And
after that, within the body, we feel burning.
Bad words are the worst sin-they burn body and soul.
But the words of a Sadhu are as water;
Nectar comes through His words.
Now Kabir Sahib says that there is no greater sin than to speak to others
with bad words, or to hurt others. Sadhus are always cool and they
always speak very cool words. And to those who are speaking bad
words, to them also the Sadhus say, "Dear ones, speak sweetly." Two
pundits [learned men] once came into our Ashram arguing with our
Master. And they were speaking very harsh words, so Master said to
them, "Pundit Ji, at least have some coolness." And when Master spoke
this way with very much humility, both the pundits sat and became
quiet. And then they called me and said, "We have never heard such
sweet words as from your Satguru." And they told me that they wanted
t o become disciples of my Master. But Master did not initiate them then;
H e said, "When I come again on my next trip I will initiate you." Our
Master was so sweet.
The wound of a pointed weapon is easy to bear,
But to bear the wound of Shabd is difficult;
One who bears it is my Master.
Now Kabir Sahib says that to bear the wound of any pointed weapon is
very easy, but to bear the wound of Shabd is very difficult. Because one
who is hurt by the arrow of Shabd, he only knows how much wound he
is having. Kabir Sahib says that a man wounded in this way can never
live, because his medicine is only his Beloved. If he is meeting his
Beloved, only then he is alive; if he is not, then he dead.
In this small hymn, Kabir Sahib has shown us how we can save
ourselves from anger, and what a very bad fire it is. We can survive it
only when we make our soul free from the clutches of mind. All of us
should meditate and make our soul free from the clutches of mind. In
the beginning I told you that as long as our soul is below the third plane,
there is no question of surviving lust, anger, and all these evils.
The earth tolerates the digging, the forest bears the cutting;
Abuse is tolerated by the Sadhu; no one else can bear it.
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Now Kabir Sahib gives a very beautiful example, that the earth has very
great powers of toleration: no matter how much it is dug into, it is never
complaining, it is very tolerant. And if you cut down a whole forest and
reduce it to small pieces of wood, then also it will never complain.
Similarly, Sadhus also have that great bearing strength. Only a Sadhu
can bear this kind of abuse.
I have tasted all the tastes of the world;
But the taste of tongue is supreme, if one knows how to use it.

Now Kabir Sahib says that he has tasted all the tastes of the world, but
the taste of tongue is supreme. Because when it is speaking very bad
words, there is nothing worse; and when it is speaking very sweetly, there
is nothing sweeter.

Of God and the Guru
May 10, 1977
Sant Bani Ashram
Sanbornton, New Hampshire
I may leave God, but I will not forget the Master;
I will not consider God equal to my Master.

This is the bani of Sehjo Bai and Her Master was Charan Das. She was
so intoxicated in the love of Her Master that She forgot God. She didn't
even remember that there is something called God. But She always
remembered Her Master.
Those who have caught the Master, those who have loved the Master,
they have been able to love God. But those who have tried to love God
without the help of a Guru have not been able to do it.
Sukhdev Muni was the son of Ved-Vyasa [a great Rishi, author of the
Mahabharata] and he had knowledge right from the time when he was in
the womb of his mother. It is said that God suspended the action of
Maya for five seconds so that he could be born. He had access to the inner planes and heavens from birth. But when he went into the region of
Lord Vishnu, he was thrown out-because he did not have any Master
over his head. He was very proud that his father was Ved-Vyasa, who
was called yogishwar (or "great yogi") and because of that he thought
that he didn't need any Guru or Master.
So when he was thrown out from Vishnu Puri, he came to Ved-Vyasa
and asked him, "They won't allow me to enter that heaven. Do I also
need some Master or Guru?" Ved-Vyasa said, "Yes. The law is the same
for everybody, whether he is the son of a Rishi or Muni or anyone. This
law is applicable to everybody because it is.made by God Himself. No
man has made this law; God Himself has put the Guru in between Him
and the soul."
Then Sukhdev asked Ved-Vyasa whom he shouid accept as his Master.
Ved-Vyasa replied, "At the present time, only King Janak is a perfect
Saint; and only He has been given permission from God to give out the
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knowledge of Naam-the practice for the realization of God." Now
Sukhdev Muni was a renunciate and King Janak was a householder. He
thought, "I'm a renunciate! How, can I take a householder as my
Guru?" It is said in his history that he was born as an avatar, with twelve
supernatural powers. So he would go to King Janak, but he kept coming
back without getting initiation; because he was always thinking
something bad about King Janak. And each time he came back he lost
one of his supernatural powers: because this is the law of nature, that if
we criticize or abuse any Mahatma or beloved of God, we lose whatever
we have.
S o in that way, as he was losing his supernatural powers, Rishi Narada
had pity on him and wanted to make him aware of what he was doing.
So Rishi Narada created a false river and disguised himself as an old man
and, when Sukhdev Muni was passing by, Narada began throwing
basketfuls of sand in that river. When Sukhdev Muni came there and
saw this, he said, "Oh, old man, what are you doing? You are a fool.
This is not the way t o build a dam. First of all you should arrange some
logs of wood and then place some big rocks among them and, after that,
you should put sand on it. If you simply go on throwing in sand, that will
just be washed away by the flow of the river, and your time will be
wasted; you will not be able to build this dam in this lifetime."
Then Rishi Narada told Sukhdev Muni, "You are looking at what I
am losing. But there is a bigger fool than I am, and he is Sukhdev Muni,
the son of Ved-Vyasa. H e does not realize that through criticizing a
Saint, he has lost ten of his twelve supernatural powers." When Sukhdev
Muni heard this, he was stunned and fainted dead away.
When he regained consciousness, he saw that there was no river and
there was no Rishi Narada. He became conscious of a very great loss and
started off t o see King Janak to get initiation. But he was still very proud
that he was a renunciate, and he could not understand how a householder could initiate into the Naam, or how a householder could be the
Master of a renunciate. But he went, and, in the courtyard of King
Janak's palace, he put down his piece of cloth and one small drinking
vessel-his only possessions. He left them in the courtyard and then
went to see King Janak.
As soon as he met Him, one servant came in and reported t o King
Janak, "Maharaj Ji, the cantonment is burning." Hearing that, King
Janak was not even surprised and said, "It is God's will." Now Sukhdev
Muni thought, that in the cantonment other people's husbands and
other people's sons are living. If his own sons were living in the cantonment, he would have gone to extinguish the fire or he would have made
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some arrangement to save them. But he is not an able king because he is
not worried about his people.
Then another servant came and he reported, "Maharaj Ji, now the
city is on fire." Again King Janak replied, "It is God's will." And again
Sukhdev Muni thought, this is not a good King, because he is not doing
anything to put out the fire.
Then another servant came and reported, "Maharaj Ji, now your own
palace is burning." Hearing that, King Janak was still not affected and
he again said, "It is God's will." But Sukhdev Muni remembered that he
had left his cloth and small vessel in the courtyard of the palace, and he
became very concerned about them. He immediately started running t o
go and get them. But King Janak stopped him and said, "Now, you tell
me: who is the renunciate and who is the worldly man? Are you a renunciate, who is concerned about that small vessel and that piece of cloth
which is not worth one rupee? You tell me who is the renunciate and who
is the householder!" Hearing that, Sukhdev Muni had no reply.
Up to now in the present Iron Age, Saints have come with grace and
mercy. They initiate souls without testing them. But, in the previous
ages, Saints gave initiation to their disciples only after putting them
through very hard tests. At that time King Janak refused to give initiation t o Sukhdev Muni and told him, "You will have t o wait." H e went
back to his father Ved-Vyasa and told him, "Father, H e won't give me
initiation." So Ved-Vyasa replied, "My son, there is no substitute for it,
because H e is the only perfect Saint and you are to get initiation from
Him." Then he advised him, "Just as you were criticizing and thinking
ill of King Janak, now you have to repent for that, and you will have to
develop humility." And Sukhdev Muni learned that lesson; it is said that
he waited for twelve years in the garbage dump outside King Janak's
palace. H e stood there, and allowed that garbage to fall on his head and
in that way he developed humility.
Regarding him, Guru Nanak Sahib writes in his bani, "He allowed
that dirt to fall on his head for twelve years but he didn't allow his mind
to criticize King Janak-because he was very desirous of getting Naam
and he knew that this was only the punishment for his wild mind."
So after twelve years he got initiation from King Janak, and when he
came back to his home his father asked him, "Did you get the initiation
from your Master, King Janak?" And he replied, "Yes, I got
initiation." Then his father asked him, "How is your Master? What is
He like?" Sukhdev didn't reply. So Ved-Vyasa asked, "Is He like the
sun?" Then Sukhdev replied, "Yes, He is radiant like the sun, but the
sun has heat; He is without heat." Then Ved-Vyasa asked him, "Is H e
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like the moon?" Sukhdev Muni replied, "Yes, He is cool like the moon,
but the moon has a stain. My Master is stainless." And then he said,
"How can I praise my Master? He is Himself-whatever He is, He is."
He said, "I don't have a tongue with which I can praise my Master
because He is all in all, He is perfect, He is all pervading."
Similarly, in this hymn, Sehjo Bai says, "I cannot forget my Master. I
can forget or I can give up God, but I cannot forget and give up my
Master-because I have not seen God, but I am seeing my Master. He is
before me."

God gave me birth in this world;
Master finished my births and deaths.
This doesn't mean that Sehjo Bai does not respect God or that She is saying something bad about Him. But She is presenting the truth. She says,
"God sent me into this world, but Master has liberated me from the
coming and going of this world. Why should I love and remember that
God Who sent me into this world? I will love and remember only that
Master Who has finished my cycle of births and deaths, my cycle of coming and going to and from this world."

God gave me the company of five thieves;
Master saw I was an orphan and freed me from them.
Now Sehjo Bai says, "What has that God done for me? He gave me five
dacoits within myself." Now you can see that if even one dacoit, or one
thief, is coming into our house, he does not leave anything behind; he
takes whatever we have. S o what to say about the five dacoits?
She says, "God gave me five dacoits, but what has Master done for
me? Master understood me as an orphan, and He saved me from all
these five dacoits. After giving me Naam He saved me from the five
dacoits." Lust, anger, greed, attachment, and egoism, they are the five
dacoits or bandits, and they are very great dacoits. They are rising from
within us, and they are destroying us from within.
So Kabir Sahib says, "Awake, traveler! In your town the thieves are
coming. All the people who are sleeping-get up! In your own town the
dacoits and thieves are coming." And seeing them asleep, they are carrying away their wealth.
Lust, anger, greed, attachment and egoism trouble those who forget
their real wealth after coming into this world; only they are tortured by
these five dacoits. So Sehjo Bai says, "I don't want to remember God
because God attached me to the five dacoits. But my Master understood:
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my Master had pity on me, saw I was an orphan, and saved me from
these five dacoits."
God threw me into the snare of family;
Master has cut the shackles of attachment.
Now Sehjo Bai says, "What else has God put within me? The desire to
have a family." You see, when we come into this world, and especially
after we grow up, we try to have a family; we always want to have
relatives. We ourselves know that there is no happiness in a wife, there is
no happiness in a family, there is no happiness in worldly affairs; but still
we are very much attached to all these things. So She says, "God filled
me with the desire of having a family, but Master cuts the shackles of the
attachment from within." Master says that neither your family, nor
your sons and daughters, nor even your body, nor any of your worldly
wealth are going to accompany you. The only thing which is going to accompany you is your Master-Shabd or Naam.

God involved me in pleasure and pain;
Uniting with Him, Master liberated me from pleasure and
pain.
Now she says, "What has God done for me? God brought me into this
body and then gave me disease. He kept pleasures in me, and the more I
enjoyed the pleasures, the more my body enjoyed the pleasures, the
more the disease kept coming into my body. But Master showed me the
practice of union; and H e united me with God."

God deluded me with the theory of good and bad deeds;
Master made me realize m y own SeCf.
Now Sehjo Bai says, "After that, what did God tell me? God told me
that if you do good deeds you will go to heaven, and if you do bad deeds
you will go to hell. And according to His instructions I was always coming and going to and from the hells and heavens, and I was involved in
only this coming and going. But when my Master came and I met Him,
He neither showed me the heavens nor talked about hell: H e showed me
the Light of my own soul." Rabia Basri was a Muslim Saint, and She
says in Her writing, "Oh God, if it was in my control, I would have
burnt all Your heavens and thrown all Your hells into the ocean so that
no one would do Your devotion with the desire of going to heaven or the
fear of burning in hell. Whoever did Your devotion would do it only for
the love of uniting with You."
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God hid Himself from me;
But Master made me see Him burning in the lamp of Divine
Light within me.
Now Sehjo Bai says, "What has God done for me? God hid Himself
within me so that I was not aware of Him; He didn't tell me that He was
hiding within me, and even though He was there, I was still coming and
going in this world; I was not liberated from this world. But when I met
the Master, Master lit the lamp of Knowledge within me, and He showed
me that my God, my Beloved, was within me."
She says further, "What else has God done? He made many Rishis
and Munis, many hermits, many holy places of pilgrimage; and it was
preached by those priests that these are holy places and those who come
here, and those who d o these particular rites and rituals, only they will
get heaven in their next life. But who knows where one will be in his next
life? Still I was involved in that illusion and that was made by God
Himself; but when I met my Master, Master cleared up all my illusions
because He showed me the Truth."
Now Sehjo Bai's Master was Charan Das; and she says, "I sacrifice
my body, my mind for my Master, because I need Him. I can forget God
but I cannot give up my Master because I need Him."
In this hymn, Sehjo Bai has lovingly differentiated between God and
Guru. She has very clearly explained t o us how God brought Her into
this world and into this body, and how Guru liberated Her from this
body, and how He cut the cycle of births, the coming and going from this
world. She has explained how God involves the soul with the five
dacoits, and how the Master comes and saves the soul from those five
dacoits; how God traps the soul in the snare of family and worldly relations, and how Master cuts the shackles of attachment.
In this way, Sehjo Bai has pointed out the difference between God and
Master; and that is why She says, "I can forget God, but I cannot forget
Master; because my Master has done so many things for me in comparison t o the work of God."

